Video to micro: The missing link arrives

Simple steps to brighter backgrounds

Build your own musical keyboard

Illuminations: A game of strategy
TOO GOOD FOR THE LIKES OF YOU

Have you noticed how people like to keep a good thing to themselves? Among professionals there has always been a certain reluctance to let others in on their secrets.

For years three million professionals have been happily and productively using dBASE II – finding it flexible, expandable and able to adapt to their way of operating. At the same time dBASE II has been dubbed “… too powerful …” for small business and serious home users “… not right …” for the beginner.

We are not saying that anyone is deliberately misleading you. We are saying that any database that is tried and tested, can do your sales invoicing, forecast your purchase requirements, analyse your costs, add to or change your reports at will and still only cost £119 is well worth a second look.

Can anything be “too good”? Available on Atari, Commodore, Amstrad. Touting from all good dealers including Boots and WHSmiths.

dBASE II from First Software

- Please send me more details of dBASE II.

Name ______________________________
Address ______________________________
Post Code _______________ Tel no. __________

FIRST SOFTWARE LTD
Unit 20B, Horseshoe Road, Pangbourne, Berkshire RG8 7SW
Tel: 07357 5244 Tx: 848854

LITTLE COMPUTER PEOPLE
Functronics
Hacker II
US GOLD
Winter Games
Leadboard
Shell Service
Super Fries
Championship Wrestling
Alternative Reality
Haris Games
Hoyle
NOVAGEN
Mercury Compendiums
ATARI
Disc
PARADOX
Disc
ST SOFTWARE
Disc
ENGLISH SOFT
Disc
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Disc
SPARKLERS
Disc
FUTUREWARE
Disc
LEVEL NINE
Disc
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MILES BETTER SOFTWARE
221 Cannon Road, Chadsomer, Cannock, Staffs WS11 2DD. Tel: (05435) 79099
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If you experienced ‘ALTERNATE REALITY - THE CITY’, you’ll be thrilled to know...

alternate REALITY

‘THE DUNGEON’
...is now available

STA CHR STR INT WIS SKL HP
13 12 10 14 17 16 20

THE DUNGEON
Second in the series, The Dungeon takes the player to a world beneath The City, shrouded in mystery. Travel this subterranean realm, find that it feeds off your terror and serves it back to you. Rounding a corner may put you face-to-face with the substance of your nightmares. Four perilous levels with monsters to fight, treasures to find and secrets to uncover.

If you haven’t experienced ‘THE CITY’, don’t worry it’s still available, and now also on Atari ST, IBM & Amiga.

THE CITY
A role-playing fantasy game in which you are abducted by a spacecraft and find yourself in a room with only one exit. Through this doorway you see The City. The panel displays changing numbers representing levels of character. At the moment you pass through the portal the numbers freeze. In The City you will encounter all sorts of strange and wonderful beings. The sun rises and sets, rain falls, and secret doors lead you into unexpected perils.

DISK ONLY
CBM 64/128 £19.99
ATARI £19.99
APPLE £19.99
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News
All the latest happenings in the ever changing world of Atari computing.

£25 for you!
Our short programs for the 8 bit range include a Graphics 8 inverter, a memory to data statement convertor and a neat game called Colour Quest.

Software Reviews
The latest software reviewed in depth, including Sunstar, Thrust, War Copter and Raid Over Moscow.

Computer Eyes
André Willey examines this extremely clever black box which allows you to connect a video camera or recorder to your 8 bit Atari.

Gadgets
Hardware wizard Len Golding explains how you can build a music keyboard for your micro.
We've Taken Off....... OUR PRICES HAVEN'T

Did you know.......YOU can now lift-off with the Powerful Atari 520STM PACK for a 'Down-to-Earth' £1.50 per day??

Take Advantage of this Special Offer from Compumart, the U.K.'s Leading Atari Mail Order Distributor, and..... THE SKY'S THE LIMIT.

ATARI 520STM PACK

- Atari 520STM
- Atari 1/2 MEG Drive
- WITH 20-3.5" S/S Disks FREE + TOS/GEM on ROM - Mouse - Disk Software - RF Modulator

Plug Straight into YOUR TV NOW!!

£445.00 +£3.00 p&p

Save £135

A range of Atari 51 Hardware Peripherals and programs is always available at Amazing Prices!

3½" Microdisks With Labels etc.

Prices Slashed: 10 50
SS £14.95 £69.95
DS £19.95 £89.95

24 Hour Credit Card Order Line 0509 233893
SAVE up to 28% on 5 1/4 Blank Disks
Individually Certified - Envelopes - Labels
- Write Protect Labels etc.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>10</th>
<th>50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SS/DD</td>
<td>£7.95</td>
<td>£39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS/DD</td>
<td>£9.95</td>
<td>£49.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* +£1 p&p

FREE Plastic Case per 10
FREE Lockable Storage Box per 50 Disks

130XE Computer
- WITH FREE Miner 2049er & 130Xe HANDBOOK

£97.00 +£3 p&p
Sav£50!

1050 Disk Drive
- WITH FREE H.F.M. Payoff, Sound/Graphics Demo & TEN BLANK DISKS

£127.00 +£3 p&p
Sav£42!

1027 Letter Quality Printer
- WITH FREE Ataristyle PLUS Disk

£127.00 +£3 p&p
Sav£40!

1029 Dot Matrix Printer
- WITH FREE Ataristyle - Picture Dump Disk

£127.00 +£3 p&p

Bulk Packed Blank Disks
Individually Certified
FREE - Envelopes - Labels
- Write Protect Labels etc.

100 SS/DD .. £59.95
100 DS/DD .. £69.95
+£2 p&p per 100

Phone NOW for details of our NEW SENSATIONAL Software Store
on Softline 0509 266322

130XE
Deutsch
Czech
Dutch
Estonian
English
French
German
Greek
Hindi
Hungarian
Italian
Japanese
Korean
Latin
Polish
Russian
Spanish
Swedish
Turkish

A full range of ATARI 8BIT Hardware, Peripherals and
NOW Software, is always available at
AMAZING PRICES!!

Please send Cheques P.O.'s to...
Compumart - DEPT AU - Unit 8 Falcon Street - Loughborough - LE11 1EH
Telephones: 0509 266259

Despatch: Same Day on ALL orders Before 3pm
Disks - Same Day 1st class post
Hardware - Same Day parcel post
Securicor 24 HR Delivery. Add £2 (eg £8.50 £10)
STOCKSOFT
ATARI ONLY • MAIL ORDER ONLY

DISK DRIVE ENHANCEMENTS

HAPPY REV 7
This is the latest enhancement for the 1050 disk drive, to come from the world famous "HAPPY" people in the U.S.A.
It is a replacement controller board for your 1050 drive, full fitting instructions supplied, which are basically remove drive cover, unplug 2 plugs, plug in Happy.

GIVES THE FOLLOWING:
Makes your drive Read/Write faster.
Back-up including B.Sectors.
True Double Density.
Fast sector copy 10/100.
Warp speed D.O.S.
Compat. of Files.
Drive Diagnostics.
D.I.Y. Kit only £189 POST FREE.
1050 drive fitted with Happy only £299 post free

WARP DRIVE REV 2
UK produced replacement control board for 1050 drive, fitting as Happy above.

GIVES THE FOLLOWING:
Back-up including most types of bad sectors.
True Double Density
PLUS True D.O.S. Menu Maker.
True D.O.S.
NOW with the ability to run Archiver Progs. on the 1050 drive.
D.I.Y. only £99 POST FREE.
1050 Drive with Warp Drive Fitted only £250 POST FREE.

1050 DUPLICATOR REV 3
Based on a 6502 chip, it is a replacement board for your 1050 drive. Easy 15 minute installation compatible with both XL and XE. Gives read and write to B.Sectors, custom formats, double sectors, also true double density and turbo-drive giving up to 18 times faster read and write. Comes complete with all hardware, software, fitting instructions, £199. Rush your order now! Or send large S.A.E. for further information.
1050 Drive with Dupe fitted only £300 POST FREE.

ABOVE ENHANCEMENTS SOLD SUBJECT TO NOT INFRINGING COPYRIGHT PROGRAMS.

XL/XE FIXERS
Will allow you to use games and utilities written for old 400/800 range on your new XL/XE.
Two programs on a double sided tape £5.
Double sided disk £6 POST FREE.

TAPE BACK-UPS
Wide range, send for our free catalogue.

DISCO LIGHTS
Will allow you to play your music tapes through your computer while giving a sound to light show on TV screen. £5 POST FREE.

TAPE CRACKER - REV 2 - 48K
SIDE A: Will list MC progs to screen, you edit down your personalised version with or without MC knowledge. Hours of fun changing text to leave personal messages on screen. Stuck on an adventure search for clues.
SIDE B: For the advanced user contains a dissembler. All this for only £19 on T.D.K. tape post free.

DISC CRACKER
Sides A & B contains a editor, disassembler. Check drive speed, repair flaky maps disks.
SIDE B: Contains 48k disk copy 128k disk copy, plus a true double density disk copy. Comes complete with full instruction manual on a double sided disk. £20 post free.

DISK UTILITY PACK No 1
4 disk pack with over 40 programs. Perfect beginners or advanced. Works at least five times faster.
Power without the price. Comes on two double sided disks. £25 post free.

BLANK DISCS
Due to huge bulk purchase we are able to pass on to you these fantastic savings! Not to be confused with unbuffered manufacturers rejects as sold elsewhere these are branded "Goldstar" disks. All 100% tested and certified by manufacture error free.
5.25 Double Density $9 a box of 10 POST FREE
3.5 Single Sided $14 a box of 10 POST FREE
3.5 Double Sided $24 a box of 10 POST FREE

FREE 22 PAGE CATALOGUE
of all our programs both games and utilities for both tape or disk. Send large S.A.E. now.

ORDER NOW!
FOR CHRISTMAS DELIVERY

SPECIAL OFFERS
D.G.S. 25% ONLY £2 POST FREE
D.G.S. 4 ONLY £2 POST FREE
ART D.O.S. ONLY £2 POST FREE

STOCKSOFT
15 WOODBROOKE ROAD, BIRMINGHAM B30 1UE

MICRO MEDIA
Computer Supplies

Pycal Mount, Baker Street
Potters Bar, Herts EN6 2SP
Dept.ATA

0707 52698 or 0707 50913

Printed by Plough Press

Unbranded 5¼" Discs
Certified lifetime warranty
Prices per 10 Discs
£0.50 £0.60 £0.70
SS/DD 10+ 30+ 50+
£0.50 £0.60 £0.70
DS/DD 7.50 10.00 13.50

3M 5¼" Lifetime Guarantee
SS/DD 10.00 13.00 16.00

3M 3½" Lifetime Guarantee
SS/DD 20.50 27.50 26.00

Unbranded 3½" Discs
SS/DD 17.00 16.00 15.00
DS/DD 19.00 18.00 17.00

Disc Care
Discs with 15mi cleaning solution
5¼" Head Cleaner 4.00
3½" Head Cleaner 5.00

5¼" Disc Doubler
Utilise reverse side of single sided discs
Accurate position guide £5.50

Swivel Bases for Monitors
Pan tilt revolves around 360° adjustable by front mechanism.
12" Monitors £12.00
24" Monitors £15.00

Copy Holder
Adjustable with desk clamping arm £13.90

Printer Stand
For 80 column printers
Dimensions 405 x 325 x 102mm
Made from 5mm clear perspex £17.90

PRINTED RIBBONS
Mixed types for quantity breaks
1 off if ordered with other products
Price per box
2 + 5 + 12 +
1029 3.80 3.00 2.80
Red Brown Blue Green 4.00 3.30 3.10
Canon PW1150/1080 2.50 3.00 2.80
Red Brown Blue Green 4.70 4.20 3.90
Centralis G.P. 3.60 3.00 2.80
Red Brown Blue Green 4.10 3.40 3.20

cmths

Epson PXW1200 2.60 2.80 2.50
Red Brown Blue Green 4.00 3.30 3.10
Kyo Kyo 80 2.80 2.40 2.20
Red Brown Blue Green 4.00 3.30 3.10
Julia 6510 2.80 2.40 2.20
Red Brown Blue Green 4.00 3.30 3.10
6100 U.S. 2.30 1.90 1.70
Kyo Kyo 910/910 2.30 2.00 1.80
Red Brown Blue Green 4.70 3.20 3.00
Shinwa CP90 3.80 3.50 3.30
Plastic 14x15x 2.10 1.90 1.80
Red Brown Blue Green 2.40 2.00 1.80
If the ribbon you require is not listed ring 0707 52698 and let us quote

Computer Paper
Plain, taffeta, micro perf edges
Size Weight 1000's Price per box
£0.00 per box
11 x 9½ 40 0.00 12.50 11.80
80 0.00 15.00 14.20
EXACT A4 70 0.00 20.00 18.50
11 x 9½ 90 0.00 15.20 11.80

Computer Labels
Contafont Price per 1000
3.00 2.00 1.80
700x36 4.00 3.80
89x36 4.30 3.90
89x49 5.90 5.30

PC/80
MM 100 £11.00
MM 50 £7.00
MM 80 £11.00
MM 40 £8.50

Disc Boxes
All MM boxes anti-static with lock
24-Hour Credit Card Orders
0707 52698
Euro link set up

ATARI users can now have instant access to Europe's most influential database, thanks to a new permanent electronic link to Luxembourg.

It has been set up by MicroLink in conjunction with the EEC's Directorate General for Information Market and Innovation.

The venture provides a direct link between the main MicroLink computer and that of Euronet/Diane, which is part of a far-reaching project by the European Commission to create a "Common Market of Information".

And it means that MicroLink now has access to more than 600 European databases.

New databases available to MicroLink subscribers through the European link contain information from many sources which are not available through any other online host.

They range from facts on research projects, reports and organisations to an online directory to help find the right hardware and software.

Among the facilities on offer is a multilingual terminology databank of scientific and technical terms containing more than 380,000 words and over 90,000 abbreviations.

It is being updated at the rate of 2,000 new items a month.

The European connection comes only weeks after MicroLink achieved a similar world first - a transatlantic hook-up with the giant American database Mnematics which contains a dynamic section for Atari users.

Our latest link-up will prove invaluable in opening up new computing and business opportunities in Europe for Atari users", said Derek Meakin, head of MicroLink.

ALL program listings in Atari User are now available for free downloading on MicroLink, the UK's fastest growing electronic mail service. They join hundreds of programs already available in the telesoftware section, one of the most popular areas of MicroLink.

Mac emulator for ST starts rumpus

A PLUG-IN cartridge giving ST users access to some of the most sophisticated software on the market has gone on sale in the US.

West Coast manufacturer Data Pacific is selling the device for $50 - about £35.

When plugged into a 1040ST with monochrome monitor it effectively turns the machine into an Apple Macintosh.

This means the ST can run programs such as Macintosh Plus, MacWrite, MacPaint, MacDraw, PageMaker, LaserWriter, Excel, Lotus Jazz, and the Gem suite of software. As well as providing access to an entire new range of top-flight business software, the device also opens up the possibility of professional standard desktop publishing on the ST range.

The product was first shown in America earlier this year but hurriedly withdrawn when Apple threatened legal action.

This was because the original design incorporated two Macintosh ROMs necessary for an effective interface between software and ST.

But Data Pacific has now re-released the device without the ROMs for sale by mail order.

Purchasers have to persuade their local Apple dealers to supply them with the ROMs from the official Apple spares list.

Apple Computer is said to be dumbfounded by Data Pacific's decision to go ahead and launch the product - particularly since it enables the ST to run Macintosh programs faster than Apple's computers does.

David Small, the man behind Data Pacific, is unrepentant and insists his product does not infringe any Apple copyright.

But Atari User sources in the US say they expect Apple to haul Data Pacific into court in the near future.

ALL CHANGE AT ATARI UK

A MAJOR reshuffle has taken place within the executive ranks at Atari UK.

Out goes general manager Max Bambridge and sales boss Bob Harding. In comes Bob Gleadow, a former Commodore man, to take over the number one spot.

However, company officials insist that all the changes have been voluntary. And that rumours of a corporate blood bath are without foundation.

"A certain coincidence factor has crept in here", explained an Atari spokeswoman.

"It just so happens that two of our key executives revealed they would be leaving our headquarters in Slough on the same day".

Max Bambridge has been offered the key role of running the Atari operation in the Far East. He has been asked by Jack Tramiel, chairman of the Atari Corporation, to become the supreme of the critical manufacturing side.

As such, his area of responsibility will encompass the company's Taiwan factory which employs 1,500 people.

However, Bob Harding is to sever all connections with the company, opting instead for a new job in the brown goods sector.

Atari UK's new general manager is 37-year-old Bob Gleadow, a former Commodore executive.

Gleadow is a Jack Tramiel appointee, as was Bambridge before him. He was previously general manager of Commodore UK before becoming vice president of Commodore...
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POLY YOUR CHRISTMAS PRESENT
EARLY AT THE ATARI SHOW

CHRISTMAS will come early this year for those Atari users who go along to the Royal Horticultural Hall in London at the end of this month.

More than 100 stands will be loaded with new products and bargain buys from the leading Atari suppliers.

The spacious 20,000 sq ft exhibition hall will play host to big names like Software Express, Swillstar, CDS, Microdeal and Advanced Systems & Techniques.

This means that the top Westminster location is set to see a repeat of the scenes at the first Atari Computer Show last March which attracted 15,000 visitors.

Once again exhibitors have guaranteed there will be no shortage of new and exciting releases for the entire range of 8 and 16 bit Atari machines.

From recently formed Aaron-fay Marketing comes the 300 and 1200 full duplex Trinitas Phasor 2221 modem at a special show price of £345 which includes a choice of software and RS232 cable.

Advanced Systems & Techniques is launching ST titles General Ledger Accounting for £49.95, animating program Make-It-Move for Neochrome and Degas screens priced £39.95, and previewing a new graphics tablet which will cost under £100.

First Software is launching several software titles for the ST together with a range of new books.

Software includes PC Board Designer, a computer aided design program for circuit boards, and Dbase II is on offer for the first time at £119.

The new books are Dbase II Tricks and Tips priced £14.95, Graphics and Sound £12.95, Machine Language £12.95, and Graphic Applications £11.95.

Microdeal is launching its space shuttle flight simulator Shuttle II for the ST at £249.95, and previewing Karate Kid II which is said to have the most magnificent graphics ever devised for the ST.

Also from Microdeal comes Trivia Challenge, the popular pub game, and Bulletin Board V2, multitasking software which allows the user to carry out work on his board while it is in use.

For 8 bit owners Tynesoft is bringing out Jet Set Willy at £7.95 and Draw Master, an art utility program, at £14.95.

The Atari Christmas Show takes place Friday, Saturday and Sunday, November 28 to 30.

Opening hours are 10am to 6pm Friday and Saturday, 10am to 4pm Sunday.

CAD for circuit boards

AN interactive computer aided design tool which automates the planning and design of printed circuit board layouts has been launched for the 520ST and 1040ST.

Produced by First Publishing in conjunction with Data Becker, PC Board Designer is aimed at small electronic engineering firms, independent electronics engineers and hobbyists.

Its main feature is its automatic routing capability – traces are automatically drawn on the screen or, if required, redrawn. Price £299.

TRIMBASE UPGRADED

AN upgrade of its Trimbase database for the Atari ST has been released by Talent Computer Systems.

Version 1.42 can handle both daisywheel and matrix printers.

It can send a report to a file rather than having it printed directly, allowing Trimbase to be linked to independent word processing equipment.

Other features include the ability to move directly from module to module without dropping into desktop, widening of case letters, and removal of the security procedure when defining new record cards or changing existing definitions.

Trimbase Version 1.42 costs £89.95.

THE ACCENT ON AMERICA

ATARI 8 bit users looking for some American-flavoured entertainment are being offered two new programs by Strategic Simulations.

Gettysburg: The Turning Point is a recreation of the famous battle in the American civil war.

Players can keep track of individual artillery pieces, men and ammunition for each unit.

Price: $99.95.

Followers of the American sporting scene can update their major league match-up statistics using the 1985 Baseball Data Disc covering all American League and National League teams. Price: $15.

LEVEL 9 QUITS BBC FOR AN ST

AFTER four years of using a BBC Micro to compile the words and pictures for its adventure games, Level 9 Computing has switched over to an Atari ST.

"Our games are now so complex that a program would take several minutes to compile on a BBC", manager Margaret Austin told Atari User.

"But on the ST it just takes seconds".

All future Level 9 games will be produced for the ST and enhanced with digitised pictures based on designs by artist Godfrey Dowson.

Level 9 entered the ST games market in September with Jewels of Darkness, a £19.95 compilation of previous releases Colossal Adventure, Adventure Quest and Dungeon Adventure.

The first Level 9 game designed specifically for the ST is Knight Orc which goes on sale in January priced £19.95.

IMAGINE if you can, pool or snooker played in a true 3-D world and you have a slight idea of what English Software's first release for the Atari ST is about.

But, apart from a requirement to knock coloured balls into holes, Qball bears little resemblance to its traditional table-top forerunners.

For instance, it is played inside a revolving cube and the balls when struck travel through air instead of on a surface.

It adds up to 262,144 possible viewing angles, 2.5 million different directions of shot, and 2.5 million angles of shot.

Despite sounding like a mathematical nightmare, the game for one or two players is described by its publisher as 'relaxing and entertaining'.

Disc price £19.95.
An event NOT to be missed!

Atari Christmas Show

Royal Horticultural Hall
Westminster, London SW1

Friday November 28 10am-6pm
Saturday November 29 10am-6pm
Sunday November 30 10am-4pm

The first ever Atari Show last spring was an outstanding success. From all over Britain Atari enthusiasts flocked to London to find out all they could about their favourite machine.

Soon the record-breaking Atari Show will be back – with three days devoted to the exciting developments in this expanding market. Make a note in your diary NOW to make sure you don’t miss this great Christmas extravaganza!

★ All the latest software from publishers in both the UK and USA
★ New hardware releases from Atari and other major companies
★ Experts from Atari User and Atari ST User to answer your questions
★ Experience the fascinating world of computer communications
★ Everything on show from stocking fillers to complete Atari systems

Whether you’re a new user or a seasoned addict, you’ll find the show overflowing with ideas to help you expand your computing horizons!

Avoid the queues!
Get your ticket in advance and...
SAVE £1 A HEAD!

Advance ticket order

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adult tickets at £2 (save £1)</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under 16s tickets at £1 (save £1)</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cheque enclosed made payable to Database Publications Ltd

[ ] Please debit my credit card account:

Access

Admission at door:
£3 (adults), £2 (under 16s)

POST TO: Atari Christmas Show Tickets, Europa House, 68 Chester Road, Hazel Grove, Stockport SK7 5NY.

ATARI COMPUTER SHOW

Royal Horticultural Hall, Westminster, London SW1
November 28-30, 1986

Name
Address
Signed

PHONE ORDERS: Show Hotline: 061-456 8835
PRESTEL ORDERS: KEY '89, THEN 614568833
MICROLINK ORDERS: MAILBOX 72:MAG001
Please quote credit card number and full address + Ref. AT 11
The Enterprise range of BABT approved modems offers you V21(300 BAUD), V23(1200/75) and for Enterprise 2, V22 (that’s right 1200 BAUD FULL DUPLEX).

We can offer them complete with an extensive range of top class software to support the auto dial/auto answer functions, view data etc. all at incredibly low prices.

In the words of Micronet 800 “As far as value for money is concerned, Enterprise 1 and 2 from Kirk Automation are it.”

**PRICES**

| Enterprise 1 | £99.95 + VAT (£114.95) |
| Enterprise 2 | £249.95 + VAT (£287.45) |

Complete Pack (Enterprise 1, High Res/Colour – Manual Dial, Software, Lead, Instructions etc.) only £119.95 (+ VAT and postage)

---

**There is an alternative...**

**Electronic Mail**

For Telex, on-line games, Prestel, Telecom Gold, Easylink, home banking, cheap holidays etc.

---

**YORK COMPUTER CENTRE**

**YOUR ATARI SPECIALIST IN YORKSHIRE**

**PERSONAL SHOPPER'S WELCOME**

9-5.30pm

**DISK DRIVES**

- Atari 1/2 Meg
- Atari 1 Meg
- Cumana 1 Meg
- Cumana 2 Meg

**PRINTERS**

- Epson
- Atari
- Citizen
- Star
- OKIData Colour

**MODEMS**

- Miracle
- Technology
- + Pace Modems
- FASTCOM
- KCOM

**SOFTWARE**

- StarGlider (in stock)
- Leather Goddess
- Large Range
- From - InfoCom
- Kuma - MicroPose
- MicroDeal

**MIDI**

- Casio CZ 2305
- Music Studio
  etc.

**CALL FOR DETAILS AND PRICES**

**7 STONEGATE ARCADE**

**YORK**

Tel: 0904 641862

**MAIL ORDER FAST DELIVERY**

**520/1040ST - 130 XE**

**CALL US LAST FOR THE**

**BEST DEAL ON ATARI SYSTEMS**

**600-800 XL**

**MEMORY UPGRADE KITS**

- 64K Kits
- 128K Kits
- New Plug in Board coming soon

PRESTEL MBX: 904641862 TELECOM GOLD MBX: 72:MAC90526

LARGE RANGE OF BOOKS, MAGAZINES, ACCESSORIES
Joy at Konix

FOR the first time since it launched its Speed King joystick for the Atari, manufacturer Konix is producing enough units to meet demand.

"Since January, when the product came on to the market, UK orders have outstripped supplies three times over," says managing director Wyn Holloway (pictured above). "In the summer we even had to turn down an order for 60,000 joysticks — and this was despite fulfilling orders in the UK for 100,000 units!"

But now the situation has been remedied and production capability has increased to 60,000 units a week compared with January's 3,600 a week.

"I'd like to thank all our customers for their patience over the last few months," said Holloway.

FROM being on the verge of collapse less than three years ago, Atari has fought back to profitability.

And now the company is preparing to set the seal on its return to financial stability by offering its shares on the open market.

Atari has registered with the US Securities and Exchange Commission for the sale of 4.5 million shares. This is expected to raise about $50 million.

Equally important, it will mark Atari's remarkable comeback from near collapse to the status of a public company.

For a positive response to the stock offer from private investors and financial institutions will be the ultimate accolade of respectability and acceptance.

And it will be further proof for the previously sceptical computer industry of the ability and leadership of Jack Tramiel and his sons.

The stock offer prospectus says sales of Atari computers and video games are currently worth $200 million a year. And profits for 1986 so far total $12.4 million.

Tramiel and his family will still own half the company if the public takes up the 15 per cent on offer.

And the Tramiels will have cleared off the outstanding $36 million debt left over from their purchase of the firm from Warner Brothers in 1984.

A leading American financial observer told Atari User: "Atari's debut as a public company will unveil its full financial standing and market strategies for the first time.

"At last we'll get a chance to look at what they've got and what they've really done!"

Michael Murphy, editor of a leading stock and shares publication said: "This latest development in the Atari saga caps an amazing story — I think Jack Tramiel has pulled it off!"

ST Editing package

AN editing package for creating and maintaining AES resource files on Atari ST computers has been released by Kuma Software.

Called K-Resource, it is implemented to make full use of Gem features and includes a built-in full function icon/image editor.

There are options for auto snap which aligns objects in character sized grid, auto size in which string/text object sizes are automatically calculated, and compatibility which helps create files that work on colour and monochrome monitors.

K-Resource operates in both high and medium resolution and will produce output files for inclusion in C-Pascal, Modula 2 and Fortran 77 programs, enabling symbolic reference to resource objects. The package is also compatible with most other resource editors.

Resource files can be copied, renamed and deleted without leaving the program. All trees and object types are supported, including menus, free strings, free images and alerts. Price £39.95.

Starquake for 8 bits

ARCADE adventure Starquake — a chart-topping hit in its versions for other micros — has become the first Atari 8 bit release ever from Bubble Bus Software.

Starquake is set on the edge of the galaxy where a highly unstable satellite has been emerging from a black hole.

Blob, a biologically operated being, is chosen for a mission to stabilise the planet by rebuilding its core.

The Atari version has more than 450 different locations featuring anti-gravity lift, teleport systems, planet surface, security doors, sub-planet exploration, propulsion pads, and asteroid fields.

Starquake costs £8.95 on tape, £12.95 on disc.
KEYBOARD BUFFER
from ADRIAN COX

HAVE you ever wished you could type
the next command line into your Atari
while it is busy doing something else —
such as loading or saving a
program? Well with this great little
fiveliner, you can do just that.

Type the program in, and save a
copy before running it because after
installing the machine code routine in
Page 6 the Basic segment will delete
itself. The routine can be turned off
by pressing System Reset, and turned
back on again by typing
A=USR(1536). Disc drive owners
can use the SETUP.COM file with
Dos 2.5 to make the program
automatically run on power-up.

Once the machine code is installed,
anything that is typed in while the
computer is not accepting input —
such as during disc operations — is
stored in a buffer and produced when
the computer is ready for it. The
workings of the routine are too
complicated to go into here, but the basic
method used is to replace the rom
keyboard interrupt handler with a
revised version which stores each
keypress into a 112 character buffer.

A vertical blank routine pulls the
characters back every fifteenth of a
second as fast as the computer can
cope with them.

10 DATA 184,165,21,144,0,2,165,6,144,9,
2,165,6,185,185,6,2,226,226,96,17
3,9,210,205,242,2,206,5,173,241,2,206
20 DATA 62,173,9,210,281,159,280,18,17
1,295,7,72,255,141,255,3,176,45,141,24
2,2,135,7,213,29,210,174,145,6,236,142
30 DATA 5,248,29,157,146,5,238,143,6,11
73,145,6,281,112,288,5,169,145,6
104,170,169,3,141,241,2,169,0,133,77
40 DATA 169,48,41,43,2,184,64,173,242
2,281,255,288,24,174,142,6,232,224,13
2,286,2,162,8,226,142,6,248,5,187,144
50 FOR A=1556 TO 1679:READ B:POKE A,B:
NEXT 0:A=050:1536:NEW 10560,8,141,252
,2,142,142,6,76,95,226,6,6,6,0,10,11

COLOUR QUEST
from DONALD ASHTON

THIS plays a game somewhat similar
to the Simon electronic toy which you
can buy in the shops. It is a memory
test: You try to remember and repeat
a sequence of randomly chosen
colours.

The computer will display a short
sequence to start with, and you have
to echo it — typing R for red, G for
green, B for blue and Y for yellow. If
you're successful a longer sequence is
played, and you have to keep going
as long as possible. When you finally
give an answer wrong you will be
given the correct sequence and your
score. The high-score will be
maintained for you between games.

AS controls the colours POKEed
into location 710, the Ascii values of
the characters being the colour
register values. CS contains the
random colour sequence used.
Locations 204 and 205 are free
addresses which are used to keep
track of the current score and high
score values. If you're something of a
memory genius then the game's
difficulty can be altered by changing
the delay value used in the X loop in
line 30.

10 POKE 752,1:FOR X=1 TO 100:NEXT X?
CHR$(125):DIM 85(4),85(5),85(6),85(7)
:85("HOLD")=85("RBG")=A:PEEK(204)
20 C=PEEK(205):FOR D=0 TO C+3:INT(44)
RND$(0,13):CS(5,0),D$:85(E,0):E$=RND$(5,85(8),
E,0):NEXT 0:D=POKE D:C
30 POKE 728,400:D=0:FOR X=1 TO 500:NEXT X
:POKE 400,D:FOR Z=1 TO 100:NEXT Z:NEXT
:OPEN MI.4,0,"E":"ENTER NOW";
40 FOR D=0 TO C+3:GET MI.(D):CHR$(D)
50 IF CHR$(C):=CHR$(D) THEN NEXT 0:POKE 20
5,C+1:CHR$(252):RUN
50 P<"":?"";CHR$(D):CHR$(D)
60 ?"Score=":C,"";
70:POKE 265,8:IF C THEN POKE 265,10

GRAPHICS 8 INVERTER
from KEVIN JOHNSTON

THIS solves a problem that a number
of people have been writing in to
Mailbag about — that of reversing a
Graphics 8 screen for dumping to a
printer.

Not only can it reverse — or invert
the whole screen, but also portions of
it. In order to demonstrate its use we
have printed some extra lines which
print a pattern on the screen and then
invert portions of it. That's why we've
listed a five-liner with more than five
lines.

The first five lines are the routine
itself. To use it, simply set the four
control values and then GOSUB 1 or
GOTO 1. The X and Y values tell the
routine where to start the invert
operation (with X in character positions,
not pixel positions). W is the width of
the section to invert, and D the depth.

X and W may have values between
0 and 39, and Y and D between 0 and
191 (assuming no text window). To
invert a normal Graphics 8 screen you
would use X=0, Y=0, W=39,
D=159.

You can achieve special effects
during the conversion by changing
the value 255 in line 2 — any value
between 0 and 255 is acceptable.
DATA CREATOR from JEFF DAVIS

This useful routine will read a predetermined number of memory locations and force-write their values into DATA statements.

To give you an idea as to the efficiency of the program, the whole of Page 6 will be converted to DATA in under 15 seconds. 5000 memory locations can be handled in under 4 minutes - considerably faster than typing them in by hand! This will appeal primarily to assembler programmers wishing to write machine code routines to be accessed from Basic. After assembling the object code can be saved to disc using the DOS K option. Afterwards re-boot Dos with Basic present and use the L option to load the object code back into memory. Finally, run the Data Creator to place your code into DATA statements for your Basic programs.

The program works by firstly requesting you to enter the starting line number, which should be greater than five to avoid overwriting. Next you enter the start and end addresses of the machine code program you want converting. The routine then PEEKs the memory locations within that range, eight at a time, and arranges them into DATA lines prefixed with a line number. The over popular Return Key Mode is used to enter each line straight into the Basic program as it runs.

Since the program creates eight values per line, the final line may contain a few extra numbers that were not required. These may be ignored or removed depending on your preference. Once the routine has finished, delete lines one to five and SAVE or LIST it to tape or disc.

1. GRAPHICS 0: "ENTER START LINE";:INP
2. UTI L: "ENTER START ADDRESS";:INP
3. MEMLOC: "ENTER END ADDRESS";:INP
4. MEMEND: "ENTER END ADDRESS";:INP
5. IF Z<> THEN "'";
6. MEMLOC+1:NEXT Z?: "CONT";
7. POS:ION 2,8:POKE 842,13:STOP ;POKE 842,12
8. IF MEMLOC )MEM THEN "CHR$(255):POKE 842,121:1ST"; : ? ; : "Your Data statements are Completed...":END
9. GO10 2

DIRECT TECHNOLOGY (UK)

Hardware - at more than realistic prices!!

Atari 1040 ST-F (Mono System) £775.00
Atari 1040 ST-F (Colour System) £960.00
Atari 20 MB Hard Disk Drive £622.00
Atari 1 MB Floppy Disk Drive £185.00

**All prices include VAT & free courier delivery service**

These are just some of the great deals you can pick up today

For the best deals on Atari - Call Direct Technology (UK)

Telephone: (01) 361 2484
Or write: Direct Technology (UK)
35 The Homesteads,
Waterfall Road,
London N11 1LH

TWO WAYS TO ENSURE YOU GET ATARI USER EVERY MONTH

1. Complete and mail subscription form on Page 49.

2. Hand this form to your newsagent.

Please reserve me a copy of Atari User magazine every month until further notice.

☐ I will collect
☐ I would like it delivered to my home.

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________

Note to newsagent: Atari User should be obtainable from your local wholesaler, or contact Tony Walsh, Circulation Manager on 0424 430422
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HOMEVIEW

ATARI 400, 800, 600XL, 800XL, 130XE, 520ST (Callers Welcome)

8 BIT SOFTWARE, ALL LATEST SOFTWARE STOCKED. RING FOR DETAILS.

ST SOFTWARE

- Make it Move
- Anim
- Logo
- Super
- Skyscraper

ST HARDWARE

- 8251 S/W
- 520 S/W
- 1040 S/W
- 520 ST's
- Intellivision
- Interfaces
- Modems
- Full support on-chip
- Full service support etc.

MAINBOARD

NEC Software from the PCW. Stock: Phone Reg.

ST BUSINESS SOFTWARE

- DOS BASIC
- Shell
- Compiler
- Utilities

ST PRODUCTS

- Dealer for COMPUTER SUPPORT and AST PRODUCTS

- XMS Ultimate
- Superstar
- Tally

BLANK DISCS 3½, 5¼

- Hub Rings Guaranteed, perfect for double sided use
- Mitsumi 3½ 1/25 D/D
- Klax Discs 3½
- Klax Discs 5¼ DS/SS
- Klax Discs 5¼ DODS

- 103.50
- 19.50
- 13.50
- 15.50
- 24.50

HARDWARE

- Touch Tablet
- Printers, Interfaces etc. Enquiries Welcome

CALL IN OR PHONE WITH ANY PROBLEMS FOR FRIENDLY ADVICE REGARDLESS OF WHERE PURCHASED.

Call for Best Prices: CREDIT CARD HOT LINE 01-891 0297

RING HOMEVIEW NOW

- 296 BROCKLEY RD, BROCKLEY, LONDON SE4 2RA

FREE!

MIKES COMPUTER STORE

Computer Concepts

FAST ST BASIC

The first ROM Cartridge for the ST

MCS

MCS will give 1 FAST ST BASIC cartridge free with every
1040ST System purchased
OR 50% discount if purchased with a 520 STM Pack.

292 London Road, Westcliff-on-Sea Essex
Southend (0702) 332554
Pod power

Program: Thrust
Price: £1.99
Supplier: Firebird, Wellington House, Upper St Martin's Lane, London, WC2H 9DL.
Tel: 01-379 6755

THRUST is a little like a combination of the Lunar Lander and Asteroids games of old. You control a triangular shaped craft which can be rotated clockwise and anticlockwise and thrust forward by firing its rockets.

Controlling the craft from the keyboard is tricky at first - you have to know just when to fire the rockets to overcome inertia - but it soon becomes easier with practice.

The idea is to steal Klystron pods which can be captured with a tractor beam. To do this you must position the ship just above a pod, hover, activate the tractor beam (by pressing the Option key) and then thrust away with the pod in tow.

The programmer must have a degree in physics because the pod hangs beneath the ship like a pendulum and swings realistically from side to side as you manœuvre the craft through the tortuous tunnels.

Should the swing become uncontrollable you will surely be dragged into a cavern wall.

You defend yourself against enemy fire by shooting at and disabling their power plant, using your shields for extra protection.

Fuel can be taken aboard using the tractor beam, and bonus points can be gained by both capturing a pod and sending the power plant's reactor into a critical phase.

Success at the first level leads you into more dangerous zones where you may encounter reverse gravity or worse.

Thrust was first released on the Commodore 64, and shot immediately to number one in the charts.

However the Atari version is a disappointment. The graphics are fairly crude, the sound is only average and there is no joystick option.

Despite that, the game does offer a good challenge and has a certain addictive quality.

Bob Chappell

Sound .................................. 6
Graphics ................................. 6
Playability ............................... 7
Value for money ....................... 7
Overall ................................. 8

Programming aids

Products: XOS/80 Column chip (£29.95)
XOS/Ultimon chip (£49.95)
Tripler board (£22.95)
Supplier: Computer Support, 26 Seacourt Road, Abbey Wood, London SE2 9UW.
Tel: 01-311 7339

IN the States you can buy almost any sort of hardware or software add-ons you require for your 8 bit Atari, but there has long been a lack of such support in the UK.

Now London based company Computer Support can fill that gap. XOS is its modified operating system, and forms the basis of many of its products.

It will allow most old 400/800 programs to run correctly on an XL or XE because it basically converts the new OS back into a reasonable facsimile of the older version and uses the extra 4k now available to good effect.

It includes a whole host of extra features such as 820 baud cassette saves and holding the bank select status upon reset.

Most of its features are simply window dressing, but it really comes into its own when linked with other programs - such as the 80 column version and Ultimon.

The 80 column XOS chip allows you to select 80 column mode simply by holding down the Select key on power-up.

The 80 column display is based on a Graphics 8 screen in black and white and is reasonably readable on a cheap monitor. On a TV, though, you could end up with eye strain.

But be warned - the 80 column mode may not work with your particular word processor or database.

Ultimon is another option available with XOS and it provides a permanently resident machine code monitor. This can be called from Basic, or by holding down Select and pressing the Reset key. The display shows you the current status of the processor, plus the contents of the current program counter and a section of memory.

It has the facility to view, disassemble and alter memory, load and save given disc sectors and run programs.

There is no breakpoint facility, but there is a very limited single step mode. This should be very useful to the machine code programmer who wants to check and modify his code before running it.

The 130XE version uses the extra banks to avoid corrupting the main screen display and zero page locations, which is a major failing of the older versions.

You could consider using the Computer Support tripler board to allow you to put both the original OS and two new chips into your machine and switch them in and out as required.

This is very useful when you bear in mind that some games will not run at all with an XOS chip in place.

These chips are of limited appeal to the straightforward games player, but if you are a programming enthusiast they could be right up your street - if a little on the expensive side.

André Willey
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Running repairs

Program: War-Copter
Price: £7.95 (cassette), £9.95 (disc)
Supplier: Red Rat, Fennel Street, Manchester, M4 3DU.
Tel: 061-835 1055

TWO nations separated by sea are in conflict. One decides to attack, sending out warships and missiles against the other.

You are the defender of the attacked nation. Flying a helicopter, you must seek out the enemy ships and destroy them before they zap you.

The view is above, with the land and sea stretching and scrolling over several screens. Your copter has some ammunition but to get more you must visit a factory on the far side of the island.

The ammunition is produced from raw materials gained from the wreckage of enemy ships. You destroy ships to get ammunition so you can go out and destroy more ships, and so on.

To gather the raw material you land your chopper on a sinking ship and ferry the wreckage to the factory.

The more debris you carry the more fuel you use up. Further supplies of fuel can be obtained by landing on either of two fuel dumps, though they may be damaged by enemy fire.

Repairs to the dumps and your war-copter can be made by calling for aid from Repair Control which may in turn be damaged but can even repair itself. All very circular isn't it?

Repairs are made at a speed commensurate with the amount of damage. If Repair Control is destroyed, the game is over.

The scrolling of the scenery as your copter flies around is efficiently done.

Moving the joystick left or right rotates the copter while pushing forward sends it on its way. Pulling back launches a missile and hitting the button fires bullets.

A command bar at the top of the screen is activated by pressing the Select and Start keys. This bar lets you land, take off, display fuel and load carried, call the repair ship, drop debris and pick up ammo from the factory.

Graphics and sound are fairly simple and, although there are one or two new elements, the game is hardly original. Even so, it's a reasonable enough attempt.

Bob Chappell

Pre-emptive strike

Program: Raid Over Moscow
Price: £9.95
Supplier: US Gold, Unit 2-3, Hollord Way, Holford, Birmingham, BR 7AQ.
Tel: 021-356 3388

LIKE the successful Beach-Head programs, Raid Over Moscow is a multi-scenario game. One of the good things about it is that the entire game sits in memory - none of that painful multi-loading needed here.

Another welcome feature is the demo. This not only lets you see parts of the game you might otherwise never get to, but also allows you to play out any of those scenes simply by taking over control during the demo.

As a squadron commander of the US defence space station, it is your task to stop a nuclear attack by knocking out Russian launch sites and then leading an assault on the Soviet Defence Centre in Moscow.

Not exactly in the best possible taste, would you say? Best forget the blurb and just enjoy the game as an arcade shoot-em-up.

Game 1 is probably the toughest. You must fly as many vertical-takeoff fighter planes out of the station hangar as possible.

Due to the plane's semi-weightlessness and having to control three thrusters as well as open the hangar doors, this part is far from a doodle.

In game 2, you fly your craft at low level from left to right across the screen. You must shoot enemy craft and missiles and avoid being shot down yourself.

You're among the missile silos in game 3. Here you're facing forwards and must knock out the four silos by launching rockets through their window silts.

Due to the plane's semi-weightlessness and having to control three thrusters as well as open the hangar doors, this part is far from a doodle.

In game 2, you fly your craft at low level from left to right across the screen. You must shoot enemy craft and missiles and avoid being shot down yourself.

You're among the missile silos in game 3. Here you're facing forwards and must knock out the four silos by launching rockets through their window silts.

Game 4 sets you in Moscow, hiding in a trench facing the defence centre. Armed with a rocket launcher - a silent one, to boot! - you must hit the towers of the building and the soldiers who are taking pot shots at you from behind two walls.

The final game places you inside the reactor room where you hurl disc grenades at a moving maintenance robot. (I told you to forget the silly plot.)

The graphics and sound are not particularly exciting but with three skill levels and five different shoot-em-up games, you certainly get a decent run for your money.

Douglas Woofer
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Three in one

Program: Greatest Hits
Volume: 1
Price: £5.95 (cassette)
£11.95 (disc)
Supplier: Databyte, Suite 31A
Grove Terrace, Highgate
Road, London, NW6 1PL.
Tel: 01-482 1755

THIS is probably one of the best collections released. True, there are only three games—Astro Chase, Bristles and Flip and Flop—but there's not a dud among them.

Astro Chase is a good old fashioned space shoot-em-up, using graphics and sound to great effect. Up aloft and chasing round the planets in a flying saucer you destroy mines that are closing in on mother Earth.

Disturbing you from this mission of mercy are a fleet of attack fighters. There are 34 levels to progress through and you can start on any one you like.

Your weaponry fires in eight different directions and you can hoist shields for short periods for added protection. Bonus saucers are gained as you proceed through the game.

Should you lose all your saucers, the mission terminates with the spectacular explosion of Earth.

The smooth scrolling action, multi-levels, music and other sound effects all add up to a classic game.

Flip and Flop is a sort of Q-Bert with a difference. The idea is to guide a kangaroo and a monkey over a series of tiles suspended in mid-air.

Many tiles are marked in a special way and all of these must be touched—they then change colour before the clock runs out.

When the kangaroo is on, it hops above the tiles. When it's the monkey's turn, it swings underneath the tiles—and that is really disorrientating.

Apart from falling off, other hazards include sticky tiles and a pursuing zoo keeper. There are 36 levels.

Finally, Bristles is a game for up to four players in which you endeavour to paint all the rooms in eight buildings. Six skill levels are available.

A time limit, elevators, ladders, brushes, rollers, flying buckets, dumb buckets, safe rooms, Brenda the Bra, the Bucket Chucker and steam pipes are just some of the elements in this fast moving game.

Overall, an excellent compendium in which each game offers a wealth of entertainment. Every player should have this in his or her collection.

Bob Chappell

Fast and furious

Program: Sun Star
Price: £9.95 (cassette)
£14.95 (disc)
Supplier: CRL, 9 Kings Yard,
Carpenter's Road, London
E15 2HD.
Tel: 01-533 2318

GAMES that are able to convey the impression of high speed and the pulses of even the most jaded player. And Sun Star can certainly shift.

Sun Star is your space vehicle, the screen your cockpit. But you won't be flying through outer space—no twinkling stars and flashing meteors in this one.

Instead, you skim over the surface of a massive grid, moving as slowly or as fast as you like.

The main part of the screen is taken up with your forward view. Long and short range scanners at the sides assist navigation.

The idea is to zoom around the grid trying to avoid lumping into the blue grid walls, yellow obstruction pulses and red energy pulses. Contact with any of them puts a drain on your limited energy.

You are looking for white disrupter pulses. Repeated firing at one causes it to get browned off and move elsewhere on the grid, leaving behind a moving green energy crystal. You have to pass above this to grab it before it disappears.

Having collected 10 greenies, you head for a revolving warp gate and blast a laser bolt into the orange hyper warp cell in order to warp to the next grid. The plot is no dather than most and a good excuse for doing lots of zapping and zooming around.

Movement is really fast when you let the throttle out on your machine and the feeling of motion is quite exhilarating.

The graphics are pretty basic—all you have here, when you get down to it, are loads of squares, some with different colours. But fancy graphics don't always make the best arcade games.

The qualities of Sun Star lie in the chase against time theme, the high speed and the furious but atmospheric sound effects. Fast, noisy and simple—that'll do for me.

Douglas Woller
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The video way to Atari graphics

Fingers all thumbs? André Willey finds the answer for those who cannot draw well.

The package consists of a small black box which plugs into the first and second joystick ports, a disc containing the software and a small manual.

Plug the lead from your video recorder or camera into the black box via a phono socket, and you are ready to go.

After booting the disc you are confronted with a multitude of options on the main menu.

First you adjust the sync control by selecting the first option and turning the knob until the screen lets you know the picture is in sync.

The manual then tells you to adjust the brightness. I found that this should be set to different positions for the different types of capture, but more of that later.

Once set up you can start to digitise your own pictures.

The modes available each took a different length of time to complete the process, possibly because the unit does a complete scan of the picture for each grey level required.

The more grey levels you want, the longer it takes.

Normal capture is the quickest at six seconds, and this gives you a Graphics 8 screen with a high contrast image of dark and light pixels.

There are two other Graphics 8 modes – four level and eight level – which take about 25 and 50 seconds respectively and give a shaded texture to the picture.

The Atari high resolution

The pictures above were digitised with a Canon VC30 video camera. Two from black and white photographs in Graphics 9, and the Dalek in Normal Mode from a 12n model kit.
colour modes have not been forgotten, with options for both a high and low contrast capture on to a Graphics 15 screen.

They use the four colours available as black, white and two grey tones, and take about 18 seconds to complete.

These screens are compatible with the Micropainter format, so you can enhance them later with the Touch Tablet or any similar package.

The final mode allows you to capture a full Graphics 9 image, with 15 grey levels, but at the expense of horizontal resolution.

This mode took more than a minute and a half to complete, but was usually worth the wait.

The other menu options allow you to load and save pictures and obtain a disc directory.

A nice feature was the inclusion of help screens for every option, which could prove very useful to the beginner.

The disc also has a number of demonstration pictures for each of the modes - some of which we've printed to allow you to compare the same image digitised in different ways.

I found the best results were most often achieved by using the Graphics 9 capture, but a little experimentation could yield good results in most modes.

The brightness requirements seemed a little odd - for the same video image, the more grey levels required, the darker the brightness control needed to be.

This was a little annoying when trying to find which mode worked best with which images.

The results were fine when using a video camera on a tripod, but most video recorders do not produce a good enough freeze-frame to allow you to capture a good image from tape.

This was most noticeable in the Graphics 9 mode because this takes longer to complete.

Computereyes performed well, and presented some very passable results as you'll see from the illustrations. If you want to get seriously into graphics on your 8 bit Atari you should take a good look at this product.

Product: Computereyes Price: £119 (disc only)
Supplier: Stern Computing, 3 Blackness Avenue, Dundee, DD2 1ER.
Tel: 0382 65113

The Computereyes main menu

Graphics 8: 8 Level Mode
Graphics 15: High Contrast
Graphics 9
Here's the key to programming musical games

Part 6 of LEN GOLDING's series on using your Atari to control devices

THIS month's project is a simple keyboard which can be used for playing live music — or as a programming aid to help you add music to your Basic games or educational programs. It has a two-octave range (E to E) which is adequate for most popular tunes — and it's very easy to build.

We've opted for a stylus system, which means you can play only one note at a time but this keeps the cost down and simplifies construction and programming.

A diode matrix decodes the signal from each key into a five-bit binary word which is sent to pins 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6 of the joystick port. Last month's project explained the technique in some detail, so we won't go into it again.

A short driver program converts the five bits into a decimal number between 0 and 25, which can then be used in any music program you care to write.

Figure 1 shows the printed circuit board pattern, reduced in size so that it will fit on to the magazine page. Its actual dimensions are 230mm x 85mm, so you'll need to enlarge it if you want to make your own PCB. Alternatively you can buy the professionally produced version from RHG design.

Construction could hardly be simpler. Figure II shows the board layout - make sure all the diodes are soldered with their black or coloured bands towards the keys. A bending jig — see Figure III — will save time and ensure that the diodes all slot neatly into place.

Although type 1N914 is specified, almost any silicon signal diode will

---

Figure 1: PCB foil pattern
work and you may be able to pick up a job lot fairly cheaply — Tandy stores sell a pack of 50 for about £2.50.

The stylus is made from a standard test probe and is connected by a flexible lead to the point marked stylus on the PCB. The terminal marked NC is not connected to anything.

When everything is soldered together, fit the joystick lead and stylus using a cable clamp or P clip to take the strain. Plug the gadget into Port 1 and run Program I. You should see a zero displayed on the screen.

Touch the stylus to the lower 'E' pad at the left-hand side of the keyboard and the number should change to one. The next key (F) should produce two, and so on up to the top E, which should return 25.

If any are at fault, make sure that all the diodes connected to the offending key are wired the right way round. Also check that the solder has correctly joined each component lead to its intended track, and that no blobs of solder have bridged the gaps between tracks.

Mounting the PCB in a case requires a bit of care. The keys must be supported along their length, and you'll want to hide the solder blobs somehow. The prototype case was made entirely from a 6ft length of 25mm x 9mm planed Ramin. This size can often be found among the hardwood mouldings and beadings in large DIY stores.

Programming is straightforward. Four of the five bits are returned at address 632, while the fifth appears at address 644. Our software must

---

**Figure II**: Layout showing the position of the diodes on the reverse of the PCB.
combine these into a single five-bit word, and store the result as a decimal number from 0 to 25. This can be accomplished by Program I, but it's more elegant and faster to use a short machine code routine.

Program II shows one way of doing this. Lines 10 to 40 contain a machine code routine (Program IV gives the source listing) which decodes the keyboard's output fifty times a second during the vertical blanking interval. The result is stored in address 1791, and can range from 0 (no key pressed) to 25 (top E). Lines 50 to 70 set up a matrix P which contains all the pitch values in ascending order.

Line 80 generates the sound, using the number held in 1791 as an index into the matrix to retrieve the appropriate pitch value. For example, key 6 will select matrix entry number 6 and this value (144), used in a SOUND statement, produces the note A.

The program also resets address 77 to 0 every time a key is touched. This prevents the screen colour rotation which would otherwise occur after about ten minutes.

Program III shows one way of recording and playing back your tunes. Add these lines to Program II, deleting the existing line 80. This program waits for your first note, then stores its pitch and duration in two matrices named PITCH and TIME respectively.

Duration is calculated by using the real-time clock at address 20. This address increments automatically every fifth of a second, so it's easy to time an event by checking the before and after values. In Program III the counter is set to 0 whenever you touch a note, and read again when you move the stylus. The count value at that moment is stored in matrix TIME and indicates the note's
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**2 BIT SYSTEMS: MUSIC PRODUCTS FOR THE 48K ATARI**

**REPLAY**
Replay is a complete sound sampling system that allows you to produce real speech/music on any 8-Bit ATARI.

*Features:
- Sample rate selectable from 6kHz to 21kHz
- Sample playback through TV/Monitor
- Allows samples to be used in your own Basic programs
- Supplied on cartridge, no user memory lost
- Records from HiFi or external recorder
- Also included in the REPLAY package (available separately)

**Digigrum:** digital drum sequencer (no hard ware required), allows you to create your own drum rhythms using 8 sampled drum sounds.

**Digisynth:** Simple sample sequencer (no hardware required) allows you to play tunes using sampled sounds (dog barks, guitars, voices etc.)

**PRICES**
- REPLAY system (cartridge, software, Digigrum and Digisynth) only £39.95.
- DIGIDRUM/SYNTH Twinpack only £49.95.

**COMING SOON!!!**
**ST REPLAY + DIGIDRUM II**
**DX7 VOICE EDITOR**

SEE US AT THE 'ATARI USER' CHRISTMAS SHOW
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**MIDI MASTER**
A full feature MIDI interface for your ATARI, allows you to take full control of synths, drumkits etc.

*Features:
- MIDI input cables for easy connection
- 8 Track Real time sequencer with tempo correction.
- Casio C2 series voice editor (allows you to edit and store voices on Disk/Tape)
- Yamaha DX100/21 series voice editor
- Music player program (allows you to play tunes from Music composer or AMS via MIDI)
- Future release: MIDIMASTER to include a 16 track polyphonic sequencer and a score writer.

**PRICES**
- MIDI MASTER interface plus software £27.50.

**PERCUSSION MASTER**
A high quality professional drumkit for the ATARI.

*Features:
- 9 Sampled drum sounds
- Polyphonic Rhythm editor using pull down menus and windows
- Capability to load new drum sounds from Disk/Tape
- Includes enhanced version of REPLAY software, allowing REPLAY owners to sample sounds with a far greater resolution.
- 3 Channel polyphonic
- 100 song entries
- Audio output via hi-fi

**PRICE**
- PERCUSSION MASTER hardware + software £29.95.

---

**ORDER FORM**
Please send me:
- [ ] Replay System(s) on Disk/Tape*
- [ ] Digigrum/Synth Twin Pack(s) on Disk/Tape*
- [ ] MIDI master interface(s) on Disk/Tape*
- [ ] Percussion Master System(s) Disk/Tape
- Enclose a Cheque/P Postal Order for £__________ (Payable to 2 Bit Systems)
- [ ] Delivered by couriers (Payable to 2 Bit Systems)

---

**NAME**

**Address**

---

**POSTCODE**

Send to: 2 Bit Systems, 44 Morcom Road, Dunstable, Beds LU5 4EG

---
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duration in fiftieths of a second.

When you've finished your live performance, press any key on the console keyboard — the spacebar is convenient — and you can then ask for an action replay, or start another tune.

The replay option lets you increase or decrease the playback speed by up to ten times — a tempo of 1 gives roughly the same speed as the live performance. 2 is twice as fast, 0.5 is half as fast, and so on. Try picking out the Flight of the Bumble Bee at dirge speed then playing it back at warp factor ten...

Replay is a simple reversal of the recording process. Pitch and duration values are read from their respective matrices, then PITCH is used directly in a SOUND statement (line 200) and TIME is used in conjunction with the tempo value to control a delay loop at line 210.

That's all for this time. Next month we'll describe a four-channel, low voltage model motor controller.

The parts for the keyboard are available from Maplin Electronic Supplies, PO Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex SS6 8LR. Tel: 0702 552911.

A joystick extension lead is available from Tandy stores (code 276-1978) or from large computer shops.

The printed circuit board (order code DBP3) is available from: R.H. Design, 137 Stonefall Avenue, Harrogate, North Yorkshire HG2 7NS. Tel: 0423 508359.

Price £5.95 including VAT and postage.

Program I: Test routine for the musical keyboard

10 FOR X=0 TO 35:READ D:POKE 17551H,D:
20 NEXT X:REM Vertical Blank Routine
30 DATA 104,162,6,168,238,165,7,32,9,2, 228,96,172,127,2,10,10,18,18,24,109 -
30 DATA 128,7,73,31,141,255,6,248,4,16
50,X=132,76,79,98,228
60 K=USK(17553):REM key values 0 to 255
70 IF K=132 THEN 140
80 G=USK(17573):REM key values 0 to 255
90 REM automatically returned at address
100 1791
110 IF DIM P(255):FOR K=0 TO 25:READ D:P(255)
120 :NEXT X:REM Pitch values
130 DATA 0,152,182,173,162,153,144,126, 128,121,140,182
140 DATA 56,91,85,81,76,72,60,54,60,57, 53,50,47
150 REM Pitch(100), Time(100):REM maximu
160 m number of notes allowed — change if
170 IF necessary.
180 REM PRINT(125);"START WHEN READY"
190 100 K=POKE 764,255
200 IF PEQK(1753)=3 THEN 110:REM wait for
210 first note
220 :POKE 28,8:KEY=P(255):REM start
230 timer and read key value
240 IF P(255)=K THEN 250:REM get pitch valu
250 e for that key
260 IF POKE 764,160:POKE 108,0:REM generate t
270 he appropriate tone
280 IF P(255) AND 255 THEN 764,255
290 IF X=108:REM branch if any keyboard
300 :NEXT:REM wait until value of KEY changes
310 178 TIME(99):PEEK(99):X=16GOTO 120:RE
320 M store duration value and return for
330 next note
340 IF X=108:REM branch if any keyboard
350 NEXT X:REM set start replay
360 IF X=108:REM branch if any keyboard
370 PRINT "Press SELECT to replay";
380 IF X=108:REM branch if any keyboard
390 PRINT "Press START to start again"
400 IF X=108:REM branch if any keyboard
410 PRINT:GOTO 764:REM then ?"INPUT TEM
420 P0":INPUT W:GOTO 190

Program II: Simple note playing program

18 FOR X=0 TO 35:READ D:POKE 17551H,D:
20 NEXT X:REM Vertical Blank Routine
30 DATA 104,162,6,168,238,165,7,32,9,2, 228,96,172,127,2,10,10,18,18,24,109 -
30 DATA 128,7,73,31,141,255,6,248,4,16
50,X=132,76,79,98,228
60 K=USK(17553):REM key values 0 to 255
70 IF K=132 THEN 140
80 G=USK(17573):REM key values 0 to 255
90 REM automatically returned at address
100 1791
110 IF DIM P(255):FOR K=0 TO 25:READ D:P(255)
120 :NEXT X:REM Pitch values
130 DATA 0,152,182,173,162,153,144,126, 128,121,140,182
140 DATA 56,91,85,81,76,72,60,54,60,57, 53,50,47
150 REM Pitch(100), Time(100):REM maximu
160 m number of notes allowed — change if
170 IF necessary.
180 REM PRINT(125);"START WHEN READY"
190 100 K=POKE 764,255
200 IF PEQK(1753)=3 THEN 110:REM wait for
210 first note
220 :POKE 28,8:KEY=P(255):REM start
230 timer and read key value
240 IF P(255)=K THEN 250:REM get pitch valu
250 e for that key
260 IF POKE 764,160:POKE 108,0:REM generate t
270 he appropriate tone
280 IF P(255) AND 255 THEN 764,255
290 IF X=108:REM branch if any keyboard
300 :NEXT:REM wait until value of KEY changes
310 178 TIME(99):PEEK(99):X=16GOTO 120:RE
320 M store duration value and return for
330 next note
340 IF X=108:REM branch if any keyboard
350 NEXT X:REM set start replay
360 IF X=108:REM branch if any keyboard
370 PRINT "Press SELECT to replay";
380 IF X=108:REM branch if any keyboard
390 PRINT "Press START to start again"
400 IF X=108:REM branch if any keyboard
410 PRINT:GOTO 764:REM then ?"INPUT TEM
420 P0":INPUT W:GOTO 190

Program III: Additional lines for the music recorder — enter these after typing in Program II

Program IV: Source listing of Vertical Blank routine
ATTENTION ALL 1050 DISK DRIVE OWNERS!!

Announcing the all new ULTIMATE drive enhancement

This Drive enhancement consists of a plug-in PCB, which can easily be fitted with our simple to follow instructions.

The 1050 IS PLATE Disk Drive enhancement offers many features never before available in one UNIT:

• Improved Drive speeds – up to TWICE normal loading speeds (Depending on disk format used).
• Reduction of Drive WEAR and TEAR: now whole tracks can be stored in the internal 16k RAM.
• The IS PLATE can READ/WRITE a whole track in the time it takes a standard 1050 drive to READ/WRITE a single sector (up to FIVE times standard speed).
• Supports Double, Dual and Single densities.
• Sector SKEW is now no longer required to obtain Hi-speed as with US Doubler.
• Other Special features are: Slow down, Fast write, Fast read, Drive write lock, Skew on/off, Fast formatting.
• Fast write with verify. This system is faster than other systems which write without verify.
• A double sided operating system disk is supplied which offers the following: IS Doubler, US Doubler, Standard 1050 and Archiver emulation.
• Track T Tracer, Diagnostic tester, 48k and 128k Disk Backup utilities.
• The PLATE can be made invisible to software detection by either Slow down or 1050 emulation.
• Supplied with detailed information regarding software drive control to allow you to access the full potential of the PLATE.
• Will run all available disk operating systems (Dos) including: Spartados, Happy warp speed Dos, and other HIGH speed systems.
• With this system, up to sixteen drives can be connected and used.
• A comprehensive 30 page bound manual is supplied. This includes fitting instructions.
• All registered owners will be supplied with any software updates etc for the price of Disk and return postage.
• All this is available for ONLY £99.95 Inc post/packing and Twelve months guarantee.

Whilst every effort is made to ship the product by return, please allow 21 days for delivery.

53 Rugby Road, West Worthing, Sussex BN11 5NB
Tel: (0903) 40509 (24 hrs) (0903) 503711 (Bulletin Board 300/300 24hrs)

DISCS

AT LOW PRICES IN PLASTIC LIBRARY CASES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>3 1/2</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DSSD</td>
<td>£7.99</td>
<td>SS135tpi</td>
<td>£15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSDS (98tpi)</td>
<td>£9.99</td>
<td>DS135tpi</td>
<td>£19.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BULK DISCS AT CRAZY PRICES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>25</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>250</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DS 96tpi</td>
<td>£14.99</td>
<td>£49.99</td>
<td>£119.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS 135tpi</td>
<td>£39.99</td>
<td>£149.99</td>
<td>£369.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Epson printers at sensible discounts

FX-85 | £399.95 | LQ1000 | £699.95
FX-105 | £489.95 | JX 80 (col) | £399.95
LQ800 | £499.95 | HI 80 (plotter) | £349.95

Colour Monitors. Massive Discounts

Philips BM7502 (Green) | £79.99
Philips BM7522 (Amber) | £89.99
Philips B5501 (Med-res Colour) | £199.99
Philips B5533 (Hi-res Colour) | £269.99

Centec Electronic Systems Ltd
47 SPUR ROAD, ORPINGTON, KENT BR6 0QT
Tel: 0689 35353
All prices include VAT and P&P

COMPUTER EXPRESS

No Sharks in this operation!

SPECIAL OFFERS

ATARI 1040 STF Mono System
Paradiso 1040 Printer | £79.00
ATARI 1040 STF Mono System
Paradiso 1040 Printer all Bundled Software | £89.00

ATARI DISK DISKS
1/4 Disk Drive | £2.25
Computer Express (DSK2). 15 Disk | £2.35
Storage Case for 25-39 Disks | £6.00
Storage Case for 40-79 Disks | £11.00
Asr 300 Monitor Stand | £12.35
Belt Cover for Atari 1040 | £1.75
Belt Cover for 95 Monitor | £7.50
Belt Cover for Drive Disk | £7.50

MINIHOME

Star M10 COMP 120p, £101.00
Empire LMK 240p, £103.00
Paradiso 240p, £105.00
Quint Disk Drive 240p, £135.00
Quint Disk Drive 240p 230p, £299.00
Onki 82 Z5 DP2 120p, £101.00

All prices include 4% and delivery and are correct at the time of going to press. Official purchase orders and export inquiries welcome. Full back up and support. Fast delivery service. Open Mon Fri 9am-6pm. Sat 9am-4pm. Exclusive dealers and corporate clients please telephone for an appointment.

0727-72790

CIRCLE AND MULTI USER MICRO-COMPONENT AND SOFTWARE SALES AND SUPPORT
80 FAKE STREET LANE-REDWOOD-WOOD-HORTON-BRIEKE LANE-REDWOOD-WOOD-HORTON-BRIEKE
Tel: (0903) 118219 (Quote ref: 23:0001)
ILLUMINATIONS

This is rather different to the usual arcade and shoot-'em-up games. It is a challenge of wits, not joystick dexterity.

The micro will select a random pattern of blocks on a three-by-three grid. Your task is to rearrange the blocks so that they are all illuminated, bar the centre one. It is simple when you get the hang of it — but then so was the Rubik Cube!

You control the program with keys 1 to 9. Each will invert a section of the grid, as shown in Figure 1. For example, if you press 5 every square is affected — each dark square will light and each illuminated square will go blank.

On the Novice level you have as long as you want to complete your task, so it is a good idea to get some practice here.

On Advanced level you have a time limit of 20 seconds to finish — which isn't too hard once you've got the hang of the controls.

Genius level is the hardest of all — you have only 15 seconds per game, and the Atari will occasionally throw in a move of its own to throw you off the scent.

The program was written in machine code with the assembler/editor cartridge, but we have printed a version which will allow everyone to use it.

After typing in the listing check it out with Get-It-Right! This is most important because the entire basic program is simply a set of DATA statements containing the machine code.

If you have made a mistake your micro will almost certainly crash as soon as you type RUN, and you'll have no hope of recovering your hard work. Make sure that you have not missed typing a number — or even worse, a whole line.

Once you're sure you've typed it correctly, save a copy and then type RUN. The screen will go blank while the machine code is POKEd into memory, and after about 30 seconds you'll be greeted by the main title screen.

At this stage you can use the Select key to change the level of play, or the Start key to begin. You may press Option at any time to return to this screen.

For those interested in machine code programming we have included the full source listing on the monthly disc and cassette, and it will also be available on MicroLink. Unfortunately, space restrictions mean that we can not print it in full here.

By MICHAEL LEVIEN
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2400 DATA 12,141,33,71,169,193,145
2490 DATA 213,165,213,24,185,20,133
2580 DATA 213,165,214,105,0,122,214
2510 DATA 296,73,71,173,73,71,200
2520 DATA 231,152,24,165,4,160,206
2530 DATA 32,71,173,32,71,280,206
2540 DATA 96,72,162,15,173,71,69
2550 DATA 141,299,65,173,295,59,141
2560 DATA 10,712,141,23,200,24,195
2570 DATA 2,141,299,65,282,16,238
2580 DATA 162,15,173,295,69,141,10
2590 DATA 212,141,23,200,56,233,2
2600 DATA 200,59,173,200,69,280,286
2610 DATA 200,200,173,200,69,280,286
2620 DATA 169,3,141,200,69,233,210
2630 DATA 97,109,10,141,23,200,104
2640 DATA 64,112,112,112,71,34,71
2650 DATA 5,6,5,6,5,5,5
2660 DATA 5,6,5,6,5,5,5
2670 DATA 5,6,5,6,5,6,5,5
2680 DATA 117,67,0,0,105,100
2690 DATA 100,117,399,100,110,97,116
2700 DATA 100,117,399,100,110,97,116
2710 DATA 5,6,5,6,5,0,121
2720 DATA 5,6,5,6,5,0,121
2730 DATA 5,6,5,6,5,0,121
2740 DATA 5,6,5,6,5,0,121
2750 DATA 5,6,5,6,5,0,121
2760 DATA 5,6,5,6,5,0,121
2770 DATA 5,6,5,6,5,0,121
2780 DATA 69,65,70,0,0,0,0
2790 DATA 0,0,0,110,111,116,105
2800 DATA 97,101,0,0,0,0,0
2810 DATA 0,0,0,0,0,0,0
2820 DATA 0,97,100,118,97,116,99
2830 DATA 0,101,0,0,0,0,0
2840 DATA 0,0,0,0,0,0,0
2850 DATA 0,103,101,118,105,117,115
2860 DATA 0,0,0,0,0,0,0
2870 DATA 216,120,56,24,130,40,152
2880 DATA 216,120,56,24,130,40,152
2890 DATA 216,120,56,24,130,40,152
2900 DATA 216,120,56,24,130,40,152
2910 DATA 216,120,56,24,130,40,152
2920 DATA 96,121,121,0,0,0
2930 DATA 0,0,0,0,0,0,261
2940 DATA 245,245,241,160,144,9,9
2950 DATA 62,64,56,68,70,0,103
2960 DATA 112,121,120,129,144,157,166
2970 DATA 176,70,70,70,70,70,70
2980 DATA 70,70,70,70,70,70,70
2990 DATA 21,22,48,41,42,4
3000 DATA 6,24,25,26,44,45,46
3010 DATA 9,10,20,25,30,30,46
3020 DATA 49,59,68,81,120,101
3030 DATA 102,120,121,122,84,85,86
3040 DATA 104,105,106,124,125,126,86
3050 DATA 97,100,105,100,110,120,129
3060 DATA 130,160,161,162,160,161,162
3070 DATA 200,201,202,164,165,166,164

3880 DATA 105,186,284,285,286,158,169
3990 DATA 170,186,189,199,280,289,210
4100 DATA 13,10,26,24,29,27,51
4110 DATA 51,48,211,216,220,225,229
4120 DATA 239,241,244,252,78,70,70
4130 DATA 78,70,70,70,70,70,70
4140 DATA 1,3,4,255,0,1,2
4150 DATA 255,1,2,4,5,255,0
4160 DATA 1,6,255,0,1,2,3
4170 DATA 4,5,6,7,8,255,2
4180 DATA 5,8,255,3,4,5,7
4190 DATA 255,6,7,8,255,4,5
4200 DATA 7,8,255,52,41,45,37
4210 DATA 243,284,175,144,180,128,96
4220 DATA 81,68,68,58,42,47,40
4230 DATA 27,0,0,0,0,0,0
4240 DATA 0,0,0,0,0,0,0
4250 DATA 0,0,0,0,0,0,0
4260 DATA 117,109,105,118,97,116,105
4270 DATA 111,110,115,0,0,0,0,0

Tired of typing? Take advantage of our finger-saving offer on Page 49.
TO conclude this series on the player missile graphics system, we will now take a more detailed look at playfields, the backgrounds that all the action takes place on.

The player missile system recognises 4 playfields — numbered 0 to 3, which means that if you use a graphic mode with more than 4 colours things can get tricky. The system normally works with playfields that are set by colour registers 708 to 712, and drawn by the use of COLOR commands 0 to 3.

If, for example, you enter graphics mode 12, then only 4 out of the 5 colours in this mode can be used as playfields for the purposes of the player missile system. The fifth colour can still be displayed on the screen, but cannot be involved in any collision detecting routines.

Using collision detection and priority on modes with less than 4 colours is fairly straightforward — though of course the number of playfields is restricted. There are two exceptions to this rule — the GTIA graphics modes 9 and 11 cannot normally be used to detect playfield collisions.

Graphics mode 10 is very strange. This is a 9 colour mode, but only colours set by registers 704 to 707 (and not 708 to 712 as in other modes) are recognised as playfields. Registers 704 to 707 also control the player and missile colours, so players and missiles will take on the same colour as the corresponding playfield number.

To help you design playfields for inclusion in your player missile programs, this month's program is a utility which can be used to draw playfields in graphic modes 3, 5, 7 or 15 — all 4 colour/4 playfield modes. The playfield designs can then be saved to disc or cassette ready to be loaded back into your programs.

Playfield Designer is a much improved version of the Computer Canvas program from October 1985 issue of Atari User. A display list interrupt routine (lines 1030 to 1120) has been included so that the text window at the bottom of the screen will not change colour when the colour registers are altered. Extra commands have also been added.

When you run the program it first asks you to choose the resolution of the graphics screen — 40 x 20 pixels (Mode 3), 80 x 40 pixels (Mode 5), 160 x 80 pixels (Mode 7) or 160 x 160 pixels (Mode 15).

After a few seconds delay for the initialisation routines, a cross appears at the centre of the screen. This is a player and acts as a cursor.

Commands are accessed by pressing the key indicated in inverse letters in the text window. A key prefixed by S/ means that the appropriate key must be pressed at the same time as the Shift key is held down.

To exit from some commands (such as Draw or Fill), press the joystick fire button. The full details are given in the accompanying panel.

At the bottom of the text window the current X and Y coordinates of the cursor are displayed (X is the horizontal coordinate, Y the vertical). This is useful for working out routines for use in Basic programs that involve the DRAWTO and PLOT statements. By taking note of the X and Y coordinates, the data for these Basic statements can be calculated.

The load and save routines contained in Playfield Designer can

Color (C) This changes the colour of the current playfield. Colours are numbered from 0 to 15 as shown in Figure 1. Brightness must be within the range 0 to 14, even numbers only — an odd value will default to the even number 1 below. Press Return after entering in the colour and brightness values.

Draw (D) A pixel is plotted beneath the cursor. Move the cursor around the screen by means of a joystick in order to draw a design.

Erase (E) Erases any pixel that is beneath the cursor.

Fill (F) Used to fill in enclosed areas. A line is drawn from beneath the cursor and to its right until it touches another pixel. By moving the cursor around the inside of a shape this command acts as a paintbrush to fill in the area. If the Fill command is used outside of an enclosed area then the line will wraparound the screen. This can be used, for example, to colour the whole width of a section of the screen.

Line (L) Press the joystick fire button and a pixel will be plotted beneath the cursor. This is the beginning of the line. Move the cursor to another part of the screen and press the fire button again and a line will be drawn from the beginning point to the cursor.

Change (0 to 3) Keys 0 to 3 change the playfield which the program operates on. Playfield 0 is the same colour as the background so, unless you are drawing on top of another playfield, no pixels will be visible on the screen. You can change the colour of Playfield 0 to alter the background colour.

Circle (O) When key O is pressed a pixel is plotted beneath the cursor which is the centre of the circle. Move the cursor either horizontally or vertically (but not diagonally) to another part of the screen and press the fire button. The distance between the current cursor position and the centre of the circle is the radius.
be easily adapted for use in your own programs to enable you to save or load graphic screens from within a Basic program. You may need to renumber them to fit into your program.

The save routine is contained in lines 1500 to 1610 and the load routine in lines 1730 to 1820. Both access the subroutine found in lines 1830 to 1980.

Lines 1830 to 1950 calculate the length of the screen data file according to which graphics mode you are using. Although Playfield Designer operates in modes 3, 5, 7 and 15 only, the listing calculates these lengths for all 16 Atari graphics modes to enable you to adapt it for use with any screen.

Obviously, if you use this routine in a program that loads a screen or screens in one graphics mode only, then you could delete all the lines between 1830 and 1950 except the

Disc (Shift+D) Disc uses the same plotting routine as Circle, but adds a fill command to give a solid circle or disc.
Wipe (W) Erases the whole of the screen display and re-initialises the program.
Save (Shift+S) Saves the screen. The program asks if you want to save to cassette or disc and then writes the appropriate data to the chosen device. If using cassette with Graphics Mode 15 (160 x 160 pixels) then, because of the large amount of memory involved, this will take about six minutes to save or load.
Load (Shift+L) Loads previously saved screen area.

Figure:1: Numbers for use in the Colour option

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COLOUR</th>
<th>CODE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grey</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light Orange (Gold)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Orange</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pink</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purple</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purple-Blue</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light Blue</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turquoise</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow-Green</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light Orange</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One appropriate to the mode you are using.

Lines 1960 to 1970 contain a short 6 byte machine code routine that is stored in the variable IOS. This is used during the save and load routines to access the IOCB system that takes care of reading and writing the data file.

If you are using a cassette then the following alterations need to be made to the routines as listed if you are to copy them to your own programs:

In the save routine delete line 1550 and change line 1540 to read:

1540 OPEN #1,8,0, "C:"

and in the load routine delete line 1740 and alter line 1730 to:

1730 OPEN #1,4,0, "C:"

Disc users should delete line 1540 and change line 1550 to:

1550 OPEN #1,8,0, "D:PLAYF"

and delete line 1730 and alter line 1740 to:

1740 OPEN #1,4,0, "D:PLAYF"

The data file is given the name

"PLAYF", but of course any other file name could be used by altering lines 1550 and 1740.

If you have lowered RAMTOP, (stored at address 106), then the load routine will change the RAMTOP value to the value held when the data was saved.

This series has been designed to provide the Basic programmer with a working knowledge of the player missile graphic system. Machine code programmers should find that a lot of the information given in this series is also relevant to them. Once you understand how the player missile system works, then controlling it in machine code is relatively simple. The series on writing an arcade game (Atari User January, February and March 1985) demonstrates such machine code player missile techniques.
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WOOTTON COMPUTERS

MORE ST FOR LESS E's
* Phone for this weeks Price
1040 STF + 1 meg RAM + 1 meg disc drive + monitor $249.90
1040 STF + 1 meg RAM + 1 meg disc drive + Philips cab. monitor + Free software $289.90
Bath packs include Free software + Kuma spreadsheet.
512 STF, 512K RAM + 1 meg disc drive + Free software
(Includes all bath packs The Free Software is Home (Bath, 165 ROM) + 1st Word wp + Basic + Logo + Paintshop + Megapix + Doodle)
20 meg hard disc drive 1 meg Cunana disc drive (a) $150.90
2 meg Cunana disc drive (b) $250.90
(a) These include a built in power supply.

ST SOFTWARE
SFX Fuji disks per box of 10 $27.95
VIP Spreadsheet $18.95
KSpread $49.95
Diffs II $115.00
Chipset Accounts $149.95
Thuder (spelling checker) $37.95
Leaderboard $23.95
Man 18 $37.95
130XE + 2048K + Free joystick $99.95
130XE + 512K + 2 Essex 2048 + 2048K + joystick $129.95
130XE + 1050 disc drive + H.F.M. + Payroll + Demo + Dark Crystal + joystick $255.95
XE12 program recorder $195.95
1050 disc drive $124.95
KMM 801 Printer $169.00
F. C. C. printer (face) $57.95

8 BIT SECTION
Alarminet Plus $36.95
Superweip $49.99
Smash Hits 1 2 or 3 or 4 discs $93.95
Smash Hits 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 cassette $75.95 each
Dark Crystal (3 discs) $195.95
Oilywax (cont.) $39.95
Alpha jingstics $7.45
Alpha jingstic insets $7.95
Disc box,holds 100,lockable $16.95
10 Discs in Library Case $12.95
Disc exchanger $5.95

FULL RANGE OF HARDWARE & SOFTWARE, PRINTER RIBBONS ETC.

All Subject to availability, All prices inc VAT. All orders £100.00 or over carriage free. Orders below £15 extra, please enquire. S.A.E. for lists.
116 EDELESTON ROAD, CREWE, CHESHIRE. 0270-214118

CUT PRICE SOFTWARE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRICE</th>
<th>GBP</th>
<th>ORE</th>
<th>GBP</th>
<th>ORE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Price of Mag</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>4.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizon</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>4.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smash Hits</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>4.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monopoly</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>4.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second City</td>
<td>5.65</td>
<td>5.65</td>
<td>5.65</td>
<td>5.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sci-Fi Club</td>
<td>5.65</td>
<td>5.65</td>
<td>5.65</td>
<td>5.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardline (D)</td>
<td>14.95</td>
<td>14.95</td>
<td>14.95</td>
<td>14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smash Hits 1</td>
<td>9.95</td>
<td>9.95</td>
<td>9.95</td>
<td>9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smash Hits 4</td>
<td>9.95</td>
<td>9.95</td>
<td>9.95</td>
<td>9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storks</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>2.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub Puff</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>2.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summer Games (D)</td>
<td>11.95</td>
<td>11.95</td>
<td>11.95</td>
<td>11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-12 Eagles</td>
<td>14.95</td>
<td>14.95</td>
<td>14.95</td>
<td>14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kavmerry App</td>
<td>14.95</td>
<td>14.95</td>
<td>14.95</td>
<td>14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bounty Bob</td>
<td>9.95</td>
<td>9.95</td>
<td>9.95</td>
<td>9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Hits</td>
<td>9.95</td>
<td>9.95</td>
<td>9.95</td>
<td>9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vlatan (C)</td>
<td>14.95</td>
<td>14.95</td>
<td>14.95</td>
<td>14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kroneka (E)</td>
<td>11.95</td>
<td>11.95</td>
<td>11.95</td>
<td>11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vigas Stalker</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>1.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ALL THESE SOFTWARES ARE AVAILABLE FOR THE PRICE OF £2.95 EACH.

OMEG 256K MEMORY EXPANSION

Plugs into Atari 600/800XL Expansion Connector. No modifications required Complete with 152K Ramdisk Software which holds a full double density disk.

FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH:
ATARI DJS: 2.8 RAMDISK
SPARTADOS RAMDISK
SYNFILE
BASIC HELIX

AND ALL OTHER XE SPECIALITY PROGRAMS

£85 including P&P, Ramdisk Software and documentation on disk.

REFERENCE CODE:
Any 16K Atari 400/800/800XL Internally expanded to 48/64K.
£45 including return postage of Atari
(These Cheques/Postal orders/Stamped 5AE enquire to S. FITZJOHN, 48 Lonedale Road, Stamford, Lincoln. PE9 2RN)

WE SPECIALISE IN

ATARI

| 1040STF MONO | £79.90 |
| 1040STF COLOUR | £92.90 |
| 520STM + SF354/D | £30.00 |
| 520STM + SF 314 D | £45.95 |
| 130XE + XC12 Etc | £55.95 |
| 130XE+ 1050 Etc | £230.00 |
| MP165 PRINTER | £259.00 |

FULL RANGE OF SOFTWARE AVAILABLE

16 Bit Software
Leader Board $27.50
Starglider $22.50
Arena $29.50
Deep Space $32.50

8 Bit Software
Track & Field (R) Includes $9.95
Special Controller $9.95
Screaming Winds (G) $9.95
Star Survival (B) $13.95

BLANK DISCS

A15.25'' disks are 95TPH with reinforced hubs, certified error free and guaranteed for life. Mimico FJIP Sided disks are manufactured for double sided use on any single sided drive such as the 810 and 1050.

25% 50% 100%
10 in plastic library case with W/P & label $22.95 $45.00 $89.00
Tracker $19.95 $37.00 $66.00
Minge $22.95 $45.00 $89.00

Locating Disk Box - holds 100 $11.95 or just add £10.00 when purchase with 50 or 100 of the above disks.

8 BIT DISC SOFTWARE

DOS 4O - The best DOS yet. Can be used in single, enhanced & double density plus many other advantages over the other DOS's. £4.95
Scheer Fort - Powerful F.G-FOGH language disk, double sided with tutorial on disc. £6.95
Fix 'X' - the only translator you'll ever need with extra 4K of RAM in macho code £3.95
Disk Sector Scanner - Read, edit write and print information from disk sectors. Customise professional progs with no programming knowledge. £5.95
Art DOS - Load special character sets or microscreen graphics direct to your screen. Comes with 20 character sets which can be incorporated into your own progs. £3.95
130XE Hi-Res Designer - Requires 128K RAM, R, DRAW is a powerful mode 8 paint program. Functions include spray painting, auto-antifacing,4 text sizes and many more. £4.95

MANY OTHER PROGRAMS AVAILABLE

BLANK 3.5" DISKS

10 in plastic Library £6.95
Cases with Labels £2.50

16 BIT SOFTWARE

Both disks have over 100 programs on them.

Desk Accessory 1 - Includes a directory printer, a printer spooler and a digital watch. £7.95
Desk Accessory 2 - Includes a variety of ram disks, an analog clock and a calculator which works in hex and disc with direct conversion. £7.95

Many other programs - just write for more info. Cheques etc. to

STORY SOFT

18 Crown Close, Sheering, Bishop's Stortford, Herts CM22 7NX
THIS year’s PCW Show marked the first anniversary of the revitalised Atari UK and the area devoted to Atari products reflected the company’s position in the market.

Taking pride of place between the business and home sections of the show, Atari had sub-let over 1000 square metres of stand space to the companies that keep the Atari business alive—the third party hardware and software manufacturers.

New products on display on the Atari stand included the XEP-80 80 column box for the 8 bit range. About the size of a 1050 disc drive but half the height, it connects into either joystick port one or two and gives an 80 column screen on a black and white monitor. Programs can access the screen by using the "E:" driver. The XEP-80 also incorporates a centronics standard parallel printer interface. Hopefully software companies will soon be adapting their word processors and spreadsheets for the XEP-80.

On the 8 bit software side, Atari was showing Star Raiders II—the follow up to the first game that Atari produced for the 8 bit range six years ago, which has you in command of an Atariian space ship, battling against the evil Zylon fleet in deepest space.

On show for the first time were the new 2080 and 4160 STs with 2 and 4 megabytes of memory respectively. Running all programs for the 620 and 1040 STs, the new additions to the ST range are claimed to be fully compatible with their older counterparts.

The much talked about blitter chip also made an appearance inside a 1040ST. Two 1040s were displayed side by side, running exactly the same animation demonstration—a flock of birds flying across the screen. The 1040 containing the blitter chip was running the program about four or five times faster in a very impressive demonstration of the blitter’s automatic speeding up abilities.

By Andrew Bennett

offering all the standard communications features it supports split baud rates for accessing Prestel and other 1200/75 systems.

Atari also demonstrated completed versions of several pieces of software that have previously only been seen in test-only states. These included Neochrome and the much awaited ST version of Star Raiders.

In one corner of the stand an ST sat in front of what looked like a BBC computer's screen display. This was in fact the first showing of Atari's BBC Basic emulator. This very clever program allows use of BBC Basic programs on the ST, which will help Atari to sell STs to the educational market. The emulator provides all of the BBC Micro's colours, screen modes and VDU commands. A future version will even allow use of 6602 machine code using BBC Basic's built-in assembler.

At one point in the show, Leonard Tramiel (who is interviewed in this issue of Atari User) could be seen demonstrating Microsoft Write to a delighted crowd of passers-by. Microsoft Write is the ST version of Microsoft Word which has been very successful on the IBM PC and Apple Macintosh. The ST implementation does not include outlining, but does include all of the facilities of professional word processing programs including footnotes and multiple fonts.

Also on the Atari stand were several companies demonstrating their new pieces of software. Microprose was showing its Silent Service submarine simulator which has just been converted for the ST. Microprose promised that most of its other bestselling titles would also be converted for the ST, but was reluctant to give specific details.

Mirrorsoft was previewing its Art and Film Director packages for the ST. Art Director is a professional drawing and painting program which
Show Report

Just a few of the many and varied stands at the show

includes such tools as smudge, smear, rotate and distort. It also features colour cycling for animation effects and will show a picture on screen in grey scales so that you can see what the printed work will look like.

Film Director allows you to create every element of an animated sequence on screen. It includes such commands as cut, invert, zoom and even slow motion. Music and sound effects can also be added to complete your films or presentations. Both packages will sell for £49.95 and will be available from the beginning of this month.

Next to the Atari stand GST was demonstrating 1st Word Plus, its new word processor for the ST costing £99.95. 1st Word Plus is based on 1st Word, which is bundled with all STs, but it includes footnotes, a built-in spell checker and mail merging, as well as allowing graphics to be pasted into documents. To complement 1st Word GST has released a mail merge program called 1st Mail, which costs £19.95.

GST has also signed a distribution deal with American software house Antic. This will make Antic's ST programs easier to buy in the UK, including the much sought-after CAD-3D, a 3D drawing program from Tom Hudson, the author of Degas.

On the Advanced Systems and Techniques stand two new ST memory expansion boards made their debut. The first allows 520ST owners to upgrade their machines to 2Mb of memory and the second lets 1040 owners upgrade to 4Mb. Both boards will cost approximately the difference between your present ST and a 2080 or 4160 model.

Star attraction of the Computer Concepts stand was the Fast ST Basic cartridge. Fast ST Basic is far more powerful than Atari's version of Basic, being faster, integrable with Gem and featuring a range of debugging facilities. Computer Concepts was also selling a new cartridge called BackPack, which contains nine desk accessories. Both cartridges are reviewed in this month's Atari ST User. FastBasic sells for £89.90 while BackPack costs £49.95.

Software Punch from Liverpool was demonstrating its 20Mb hard disc units and Boffin its ST word processor. Boffin costs £99 and has a built-in graphics editor which allows you to design diagrams and pictures for pasting into your documents.

Even outside the specific Atari area there was plenty of interest. Rainbird and Activision could be seen showing off new and old titles for the Atari 8 and 16 bit ranges. Gathering large crowds on the Rainbird stand was StarGlider, the new 3D game loosely based on the Star Wars theme.

Activision was displaying several new games for both Atari ranges. Most notable of these were Hacker II, the follow-up to the successful Hacker, and two new games from Infocom: Moonmist and Leather Goddesses Of Phobos. In Moonmist, you play an amateur detective who must solve a murder mystery in a spooky castle. Leather Goddesses has you kidnapped by evil women from Phobos, one of the moons of Mars. It can be played in any of three modes which range from rude to lewd. The program's descriptions and adventures become more adult as you progress through the modes. Watch Brillig's column for more details soon.

Softtecnics followed up its successful Rhythm spreadsheet with another desk accessory, a word processor called DeskWrite. Not only is DeskWrite extremely easy to use, but it is available from within any other Gem program that you might be using.

Beyond had designed its stand to resemble the bridge of the starship Enterprise, for the preview of its latest game - Star Trek. The game features superb digitised pictures of the various crewmembers. Beyond is producing the game to commemorate the 20th anniversary of the TV series. The game hits the shelves this month on the ST with hopefully an Atari 8 bit version following soon.

Llamasoft was demonstrating the 8 and 16 bit versions of Colourspace plus its range of 8 bit games. Owner Jeff Minter could be seen with a large grin on his face - a result of seeing the blitter demonstration. Apparently ST Colourspace will run faster with the blitter fitted. He also hinted at the possibility of Colourspace II for the ST range.

Overall the show demonstrated not only Atari's commitment to its whole product range, but also the vast support provided by third party companies. On both the 8 and 16 bit fronts, Atari's future looks assured.
BIG TOP GOES ON-LINE

COMPUTER communications have transformed the business operations of Britain's biggest travelling circus.

MicroLink membership means that the American Circus – so called because of its three-ring, US style presentation – can utilise the very latest telex and electronic mail facilities.

But more importantly, a cellular radiolink to the public telephone system ensures that the “office” is no longer cut off from the outside world when the 30-trailer circus is travelling hundreds of miles between venues.

The computer and modem in the administrative trailer ensure that even when the show goes on the road there is constant communication with headquarters and with booking agencies in the town ahead.

“Using the Racal Vodada system and MicroLink we can do business just as efficiently as any permanent-based entertainment, like theatres for instance,” says Ian Butson, administrative director of the circus.

“With 12 shows a week and up to 3,500 people at each under our Big Top, you can imagine what a difference PSS, telex and E-mail have made to running our operations.

“We are on the road from March to November and again over the Christmas/New Year season so you can see why I believe very strongly in the value of computer communications as a business resource”.

Technology aids race relations

AS community relations officer for Hillingdon, the third largest London borough, Charan Rai has a big job on his hands.

His main function is to see that, in accordance with the Race Relations Act of 1976, there is no race or colour discrimination by employers in his area.

The size of his task can be seen from Hillingdon's 230,000 population and its concentration of large-scale employers such as Heathrow Airport – 50,000 work there.

British Airways, Rank Xerox, EMI, Heinz and Express Dairies.

Fortunately, Indian-born Mr Rai has MicroLink's electronic mail and telex facilities to help keep him in touch with the many firms, union branches, central and local government departments he has to deal with.

Large numbers of the general public also come to him with questions.

Says Mr Rai: “Hillingdon has a large, racially diverse population living in an area that encompasses the extremes of run-down tower blocks and the stockbroker belt.

“But we have excellent community relations here, and we intend to keep things that way.

“We are greatly helped in this respect by our computerised case record system and by other new technology advances such as MicroLink”.

Transatlantic link

MICROLINK has made history with the first ever interactive transatlantic computer hook-up.

With the aid of a communications satellite, MicroLink and giant American database Mnematics have set up a complex electronic gateway enabling the exchange of messages between micros in all parts of the US and UK.

It allows MicroLink subscribers not only to send messages to America, but also to take advantage of a vast array of services offered.

Stock market watchers can access instant information on share movements from Dow Jones and there are over 40 sections for doctors, dentists, lawyers, writers and other special interest groups.

Leading news agency Associated Press supplies a 24-hour-a-day global information service.

Wildlife lifeline

THANKS to MicroLink, UK birdwatchers were able to follow the progress of a unique Japanese wildlife fund-raising event.

The 24-hour Birdathon was held to raise money to buy land for a breeding preserve for Japanese cranes.

Organisers hoped for five million yen through sponsorship of 16 teams who spent a full day and night scouring the Japanese countryside for different species of birds.

Taking part was MicroLink subscriber Yuichi Ishikawa. Armed with a mobile phone, acoustic coupler and portable micro, he was able to send regular reports to the MicroLink computer.

Phones' wasted weeks

A NEW survey by British Telecom has revealed that the average businessman wastes the equivalent of one week a year failing to communicate by telephone.

Statistics show that one in five messages left is either misinterpreted or lost, and four out of five calls find the number engaged or the other person unavailable.

As a result more and more business people are turning to electronic mail as a means of ensuring their messages reach their destinations – and the fastest growing of these systems in the UK is MicroLink.

According to the BT survey the average business person makes 2,500 calls a year, two-thirds of them to individuals who, for some reason, are unavailable at the time.
CENTRONICS INTERFACE

- Transparent to all s/w - no driver program necessary
- Connect direct to 600 or 800/XL or 130 XE - or to disc drive if fitted

FCC SYSTEMS LIMITED
£59.99
Includes VAT - £1 P&P

THE OLD ARMOURY
COURT BARTON
CREWKERNE
SOMERSET TA18 7HP
TEL: CREWKERNE (0460) 73442
PRESTEL MAILBOX 046073442

DEALER ENQUIRIES MOST WELCOME

---

**ATARI SOFTWARE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TITLE</th>
<th>CASSETTE</th>
<th>DISC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Action Rider</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternator</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American C. Road Race</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Eliminators</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airplay</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airway</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ballistic</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battle Road</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bear Belly Bar</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Max 2021</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>11.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulldog 2</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castle Cannon</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chimp</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classic Chess</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colossus Tower</td>
<td>6.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colossus Tower</td>
<td>6.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colossus Tower</td>
<td>6.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colossus Tower</td>
<td>6.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crusade in Europe</td>
<td>11.00</td>
<td>15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darts</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision in the Desert</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diamond Mine</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drop Zone</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>11.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dragon Adventure</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emerald Ride</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encounter</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>10.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fighter Pilot</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>10.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floor Manager</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghostbusters</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Go Forth</td>
<td>21.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goonies</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horse</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hot Air</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jewels of Darkness</td>
<td>12.60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jupiter Jr.</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>10.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kennedy Approach</td>
<td>11.50</td>
<td>14.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-9</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas Hi-Tech</td>
<td>12.60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lazy</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaning Tower</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercenary</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>12.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monetary Compendium</td>
<td>12.60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moan Maker</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music Construction</td>
<td>14.60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATARI ST**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TITLE (Games)</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STARGLIDER (Starfall)</td>
<td>£24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MERCENARY (Nevogen)</td>
<td>£25.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEEP SPACE (Payneb)</td>
<td>£24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ULTIMA II (Origin)</td>
<td>£46.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SILENT SERVICE (Microsway)</td>
<td>£24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHANTASIE (Sib)</td>
<td>£35.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STARFLIGHT I (Origin)</td>
<td>£34.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATARI 800 SERIES AND ATARI 1000X**

**ZODIACS CROWN (58)** - Fantasy role-playing game, with individual tactical combat and highly detailed character attributes. Great for both the adventure game and strategy alike! £35.90

**COMPUTER QUARTERBACK (58)** - Oxford strategy and tactics at its best. Build your own team. One or two player options, with play by play preloads in the two player form. Great for league play! £35.00

**COMPUTER QUARTERBACK TEAMS DATA DISCS (58)** - 1982 and 1985 Seasons £15.00

**LORDS or CONQUEST (Electronic Arts)** £31.00

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TITLE</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LEADERBOARD (Access)</td>
<td>£40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEGASCRAGILE (50)**</td>
<td>£49.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For further details call us on: 01-979 2007
Or write to: Strategic Plus Software
P.O. Box 9
Hampton
Middlesex TW12 2XJ.
Calors are welcome by appointment.
BUSINESS HOURS: 10am-5pm Mon-Fri 11am-4pm Saturdays

**ALL PROGRAMS ARE ON DISC ONLY**
Prices include postage and packing and VAT
Please specify computer when ordering.
Overseas orders welcome, please add £2.00 extra for each item ordered.

---

**STRAEGIC PLUS SOFTWARE**

SPECIALISTS IN QUALITY COMPUTER GAMES FOR THE DISCERNING GAMER

STRATEGY, ADVENTURE AND SPORTS GAMES FOR THE ATARI SERIES, 130XE AND ATARI ST.

Send for our free 20 page 85/63 catalogue, which has a large selection of titles, with descriptions and complexity ratings for each game.

---

**Another great new game from Bubble Bus**

---

**By Stephen Cane**

**Author of Wizard's Law**

**SPECTRUM 48K**

---

All software consists of genuine, brand new, original titles.
Prices include P&P (orders of less than £5.00 in total please add 50p).
Overseas add £1 for 1st item then 50p for each additional item.
Subject to availability, software is normally despatched within 24 hrs.
Please make cheques/P.O.'s payable to COMPUTEWARE.
Accent is on pure adventure

By Brillig

ON my inquiring why I had seen so little correspondence from readers of late, one of my YTS filing gnomes shamefacedly confessed that he had recently filed away a huge pile of unanswered letters after a lunchtime liquid celebration of his pet budgie's birthday.

Following a rigorous search of my office suite of caves, a large pile of missives was discovered filed under K (Kries for help). Said apprentice has been duly reprimanded and told to desist from lunch-hour imbibing of Brillig's Best (mine concoction, adapted from an ancient recipe for leather tanning and molasses and often used in the treatment of flatulent bats). As I warned him, even a half-pint of my famed brew requires a convalescent period of no less than two weeks.

So if you haven't yet seen your request for assistance answered in these pages, please be patient — all my apprentices are on double overtime trying to catch up.

Those of you wanting help this month range from Conrad Dillon of Lllangollen who's had trouble in the Payoff, to J. Brassington who wants to know about the map that he's found behind the guarded door in Enchanter. Hopefully the clues I've provided will give you a game without giving it away!

My thanks to Kevin Creasey of Leicester for his hints on Quasimodo and to Mike Moulton of Halstead and Dave Fox of Kemsing for their tips.

CLUES CORNER

THE PAYOFF
Can't put the bit back when the drill breaks?
STIB EROM ROFK OOL
What use is the list of numbers?
NEPO OTXO BNCHI HWUO YSSL ETTI
Trying to get into the car in the car park?
YEKE HTSA HENO EMOS
Can't open the safe?
NOIT ANIB MOCE HTRO FHSA BURN ETH SATE G
Want to get past the guard dog?
TADM EVIG NEHT TADM GURD Costumer proving an obstacle?
REI MUTS OCTI H
Trouble with the fire escape?
ROOD ERIF OGHE HTRO ODER IFNE PORO ODER IFTL OBNU TENI BACE VOM
Sticky problem with the window?
PMUJ NEHT REPA PSWE NKCI TSEL CAER TDAE RPS

LORDS OF TIME
Can't get past the cave people?
ELOP EPEV ACEH TTAN IAGA TIEV AWNE HTSU RUAS OTNO RBHE TTAR ORRI MEHT EVAW Want ale from the bartender?
DLOG FOTE GUN EHTM IHEV IG
Need access to the starship?
TELT NUAG EHTG NIRA EWEI IHWR ATSN ELLA FEHT YRRA C

ENCHANTER
- SMOO RTNE CSUL SNAR TEHT FOPA MASI TI
- LICN EPEH THTI WPAM EHTN OSTN IOPG NISA REDN AGNI TCVEN NOCY RT
- SMOO RTNE CSUL SNAR TEHT FOTU OVAL EHTS EGNA HCSI HT

HULK
Can't leave the dome?

EDIS TUDO GNEH TPIE ETIB NOTT UCHS UP
Want to go somewhere else other than the underground room, field and dome?
TSEW OGNE HTTI RETN EEMO DAEE SUOY REVE NEHW

SNOWBALL
Stuck after leaving the coffin?
- NRUT NISN OTTU B3HS UPNE HTHT RONO G
- NIFF ODOT NOPU OGNE HTNI FFOC EVEI RTER OTHT UOSO G
- HTRO NOGN EHTY RAUT ROMO TPUO G

MORDON'S QUEST
Pygm trying a pest?
YMGY PULLI KHEH TEPH PWWL BEKA MSEI RREB DNAS NROM TOOB MABH TIVW Carnivorous plant a problem?
YMGY PHTI WTNA LPDE EF
with Mediator. As useful as those tips were, I have decided that for the time being the subject matter of this column will be restricted to pure adventure: That is, themes that do not require arcade skills to solve them but rely purely on the old grey matter.

Although games like Mediator and Quasimodo involve problem cracking and are clearly very popular, they do not come under my personal definition of adventures. I am becoming rather more conservative in my old age and prefer to rely on my intellect (which is, like Marvin's brain, the size of a planet) rather than my hand and eye coordination (which has become a trifle slower now that I'm 246, despite regular fusillades of Old Warlock's Wonder Tonic.

And now it's your turn to help. Can anyone assist Patty Hearne and Dave Edward of Liverpool who are bemused by Waxwork's? They've opened the sarcophagus and fallen through the trapdoor but all to no avail, it seems.

Brian Houghton is having difficulty

GLITCH OF THE MONTH

CLIVE B्रadwood of Bromborough in the Wirral has spotted this "feature" in The Payoff. Once you've sold the gem for £40,000, it's possible to go back to the safe deposit box, open it and take another priceless gem! A large T-shirt is on its way to you, Clive.

with QA and Opera House. In QA, he has the orb and disc but is stuck at the river. He's been into the village, volcano and two of the three huts but can't get into the third hut without getting spiked.

In Opera House, Brian can get into the Phantom's lair and back up again into the opera house but all he seems to do is go round in circles.

Chris Heath from Oswestry cannot get past Pluto, god of the underworld. He doesn't mention the title of the adventure, though - can anyone identify it and help?

Finally, I made passing reference in the September issue to what I believed to be Belboz's close friendship with Software Express of Birmingham. I have since received this amusing letter from Peter Fellows, Technical Director of Software Express.

"Belboz does indeed drop in from time to time but you know what wizards are - sometimes he looks like a postman and sometimes he looks like the van driver from our freight forwarders. Dealing with shape changers can be very confusing. He's also very excitable. The last time he came a traffic warden tried to give him a ticket for parking his broomstick (cunningly disguised as a Sharpa van) on double yellow lines. The flashback from his vain attempt to turn her into a frog put a huge crack in our front window - now how do we explain that to the insurance company?"

"Nice one, Peter... Keep writing, adventurers, my gnomes are really on the ball now. Exciting adventuring!"
I RECENTLY bought Solo Flight and Kick Start for my Atari 800XL. The instructions for both cassettes are exactly the same regarding loading procedures.

Both say: "Press Play on cassette, then switch on computer and hold down the Start button, then press Return and the program will load".

When I first did this with Solo Flight I thought perhaps I had made a mistake. I then started again and got the same results.

At first I thought I had a faulty cassette, until I started all the loading procedures again, except this time instead of just pressing the Start button when switching on the computer I held down both the Start and Option keys, and my programs loaded.

Is this just a misprint or are the cassettes supposed to load under these instructions? — M.I. Ally, London SE23.

- The normal load procedure with the 800XL is to hold down both Start and Option while you switch on. The Start key tells the computer to do a tape load and the Option key tells it not to use the built-in Basic language.

- The normal of these games came out — before the XL series was released — Basic was on a separate cartridge which could be inserted or removed at will, but now the Option key takes care of that for you.

- Unless a game specifically states that it requires Basic to be present, hold down both Start and Option for all tape loads.

**Getting it right**

Is it possible to alter the Get It Right! checksum program so that you can check a section from the middle or end of the game being typed in instead of waiting for it to be checksummed from the start each time?

That is, if you find you have made typing errors several times between, say, line 1000 and 2000 then after correcting the typing mistakes you have to wait for lines 10 to 1000 to come up on the screen before you can check your amended errors.

- Is it possible to LIST "C:1000-2000", or any other lines you want to check, instead of waiting for the lot to be run through?

- I hope you can help as it gets a bit tedious if you happen to make a mistake towards the end of a long listing. — K. Edwards, Runcorn, Cheshire.

- You can indeed use Get It Right! to check sum certain portions of a program.

This is very useful when you already know that 99 per cent of the program is correct, and you just want to re-check a couple of lines.

To do this use LIST "C:" as normal, but follow it with a comma and the line number range you want. For example:

- LIST "C::1000,500" would list only lines 100 to 500, and:

- LIST "C::1000" would list line 1000 only.

You can then feed the tape to Get It Right! exactly as before.

**80 column extensions**

**I TYPED in the 80 column text and graphics programs from the August 1986 issue of Atari User into my 130XE and was very impressed with the results.**

**I intend to buy a word processor — either Paperclip or Superstart — and a database, is there any way in which I could obtain an 80 column display from those software items on the TV or monitor?** — K.N. Turner, Herne Bay, Kent.

- Most commercial programs do not recognise any of the third-party 80 column add-ons at present. However, now that the Atari XEP-80 is on its way we can look forward to 80 column versions of the more popular word processors and spreadsheets.

Some allow 80 column already, but you'll have to check which kind of 80 column board they support.

**Plugs and ports**

**IN the Gadgets article in your August 1986 issue you mentioned that when you use pins 3 and 4 it is possible to omit T1, BR1 and C1 from the second board. Does this mean it would be possible to omit the second power plug too?**

- Is port 2 (and 3 and 4 on the 400/800) usable at the same time for the same or other purposes?

- Is it possible to turn one port to output while the other is used for input?

- In the parts list you did not mention where you got the case you showed, it looked like there was room for two PCBs. — M. van Nisselroy, Heeren, The Netherlands.

- If you omit the power supply components from the second board you may also miss out the second power plug. Connect the mains supply to the 240V AC connectors on both boards.

- Also connect the 12V and 0V terminals marked Auxiliary Output on each board to its counterpart on the other
board.

If you read the first article in the series — Atari User, June 1986 — you will see that you can make each pin on the joystick port act independently of the others.

One pin may be used for input with seven outputs, or any other combination.

If you want to use ports 3 and 4 on an Atari 400/800, just use Port B at location 54017, and the Port B Control register at 54019. They function in exactly the same way as their Port A counterparts.

Don’t attempt this if you are using an XL or XE, as Port B is used to control the operating system and Basic — POKE them wrongly and you can say goodbye to your program.

Cases are available from Maplin Electronics.

Getting gadgets

I WAS looking through my Atari User magazines the other day for something to do when I came upon the first part of Ken Golding’s new series about gadgets showing how to construct a simple flight sensor via the joystick port.

Seeing there were no complications I decided to do it, so the very next day I went to Tandy’s to obtain the parts.

Surprisingly the man said they had never stocked the parts. Would you please tell me where they are obtainable as I am quite keen on making this light sensor: — P. Stewart, Wembley, Middlesex.

If you can’t get the parts from Tandy, pop into your local W.H.Smiths and get a copy of the Maplin Electronics catalog. They should be able to provide you with everything you require.

Out in the cold

THE Atari 800XL has been on the market for at least three years now. Why is the software for the Atari still only written in 48k?

Whenever I load a game on my 800XL 16k is lying idle in the machine.

For this reason there are games, like Solo Flight 2, that lack digitised speech, even though the Commodore 64 version has this luxury.

Old 400/800 owners don’t have to be left in the cold. A 48k and 64k version of the same game would ensure we are using our machines’ memory to the full. This has already been done on Mercenary by Navagen.

Finally, it seems that some software houses like Effio still don’t want to know the Atari.

To prove we are ready to buy their software, every one of us Atarian must write to these anti-Atari software houses and ask them for software releases.

But remember each letter counts, so if you want to play Commando, or even Ghost N’ Goblins in the near future on your Atari, get writing to them.

— Nadeem Parvez, Wavertree, Liverpool.

We can only echo what you have said — if you want to see Atari versions of all of those wonderful new games you’ve been drooling over on the Commodore 64 and the Spectrum, then write to the companies concerned.

There is no point writing to us about it as we have no hold over what software houses decide to release. What will make a difference is a flood of your letters on their desks.

The same applies to the 48k/64k debate, but don’t forget that it costs the software houses more to produce two versions of a game, which might push up the price.

Roughly 20 per cent of the Atari market consists of old 400 and 800 owners, so they can’t afford to ignore the old machines completely, nor would we wish them to.

Printer interfaces

IS it possible to link an Atari 1027 printer to an Atari 520 ST? — Michael Woods, Chadderton, Oldham.

Sorry, but the answer is a plain and simple no. The 1027 uses a special form of serial interface specially designed for the Atari 8 bit range, whilst the ST uses a Centronics parallel interface. Sorry!

Boot error

I OWN a 130XE and a 1050 disc drive with which I have a problem.

Every time I boot up a disc, the drive busy light comes on and the computer beeps every two seconds, then comes up with a “BOOT ERROR”.

This only happens with my

Player Missile Graphics

It’s apologies time folks! Last issue’s Player Missile Graphics article by Stephen Williamson featured two programs and unfortunately the lines from Program I were accidentally reprinted instead of the first few lines of Program II.

For those of you who are having trouble getting the checksum to match, here are the correct lines for Program II.

The checksum printed was correct, and after you’ve typed these lines in it should match.

Our thanks to Mr. K. Miller of Blackpool who pointed this out — a T-shirt is on its way to him.
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Mailbag

WE welcome letters from readers about your experiences using the Atari micros, about tips you would like to pass on to other users ... and about what you would like to see in future issues.
The address to write to is:
Mailbag Editor
Atari User
Europa House
68 Chester Road
Hazel Grove
Stockport SK7 5NY

tape has not saved correctly and there is no way to recover it if this is the case.
Try loading the program back from the \LSTed version you used with the checksum. If your type NEW, then use ENTER "C:" to load it back in again.

Cassettes and copyright

I AM thinking of buying the 1050 disc drive, but since I received my 800XL I have been a cassette user, so all my programs and games are on cassette.
Would I be able to transfer my cassette games to disc, that is, of course, making sure that I wouldn't infringe the copyright? — Karl Westerdale, Winsford, Cheshire.

The problem is that you would actually be doing just that! In your case you have bought the cassette games and now want to transfer them to disc for your own use.
This is a fair enough aim, and one that software companies would not object to.
However, if they made their tapes so that this sort of transfer was easy then they would be encouraging the pirates to do the same, so most commercial tapes are protected against this sort of copying.
There are programs which claim to copy a cassette game to disc, but we rather doubt their effectiveness on the more recent protection methods, and you would probably be wasting your money.

Faulty keyboard

MY 800XL keyboard has gone wrong. The semi-colon key seems jammed because it constantly repeats after any key is pressed.
Is this due to the Revision B Basic, because I tried the test in your March issue and the answer was 96?
Will the Rambas program in
the July issue cure this bug?
With regard to the solution of the Play key on the 1010 data recorder: I glued the key back together again using superglue. 3
Then, knowing the repair job would not last very long under constant use, I swapped it with the pause key. — James Ryan, Southampton.

This sounds more like a faulty keyboard than a Basic problem. There are no known bugs that behave like that, so you'd be better off taking it back to your dealer for repair.

Printer programs

I AM amazed by the numerous letters condemning the apparent lack of software for the Atari 1029 printer. It is true that the Printshop program will not work but most others do, with only slight differences.

I have two screen dumps (Micro-Painter and Touch-Tablet) and about four other programs which work fine.

Superscript has a built-in printer driver for the 1029 and Rubber Stamp, Typesetter and so on will all work if the saved screen is printed using a separate screen dump.

Using these utilities, fonts of all styles and sizes can be obtained and all most graphics imaginable. — Alan Wheatley, Buckie, Banffshire.

High scoring

IN Bruce Lee, third screen, for an unbelievably high score wait at the bottom of the screen for both the enemy. Climb up the rigging about three moves then fall off (by moving joystick left or right).

Quickly try to grab the rigging. If you have done it right you should be stuck in an endless loop of trying to fall and trying to hold on.

If you get the enemy underneath you they will not be able to touch you, but you knock the stuffing out of them. — S.K. Stupper, Mansfield, Notts.

Emulating the others

MY son would like to know if it is possible to buy an emulator for the BBC Micro or Spectrum computers. If so, is it possible to load and save Basic programs for these computers on the Atari 130XE?

Finally, can we obtain Cobol (rom or disc) for the Atari? Any idea how much these would cost? — P.S. Jakubovic, Leeds.

There are no BBC Micro or Spectrum emulators (besides the thought...) for the Atari 130XE.

If you want a more advanced version of Basic look no further than BasicXE, from OSS. Contact one of the big mail order companies for information.

If you want to run BBC Micro or Spectrum games on the Atari, then the only solution is to write the software houses concerned and push them into having Atari conversions written.

There is really no point in trying to implement Cobol or a 48 or 64k system, and there are not yet enough 130XE's around to make it practical to write one for the 128k Atari.

Basically, Cobol was written with large mainframes in mind and is an extremely inefficient language at the best of times — and a waste of time and money at the worst.

You would be much better off buying a more micro-oriented language such as Action!

Coldstarts and Resets

PLEASE could you tell me the POKE command to switch the computer off and back on again? Also the command to do the system reset? — Simon O'Hara, Skegness, Lincs.

Actually, it's not quite that simple. There is no POKE to turn the computer off — although there is a little switch at the back!

You can do what is called a coldstart, which means that the computer will clear everything from memory and start up again as though it had been turned off and back on again. This can be achieved by using:

A = USR(55487)

Don't forget to save your program first, because it will be wiped out. You can make System Reset do the same thing by typing:

POKE 580,1

We printed some other methods for handling the System Reset button in the August 1985 Atari User. These allow you to re-run the program when Reset is pushed.

USING XIO FROM BASIC

I AM trying to customise DOS 2.5 so my own wording and extra functions are installed.

I have written a small program to read in and POKE the new values (location 15400 decimal, or thereabouts) into memory.

Whenever I check that these values are in memory, using the memory monitor published in a past issue, they are all there and the ASCII values are also correct.

When I call up DOS 2.5 the old values are there, but when I return to Basic and call up the monitor, my values are the same ones which I have POKE'd.

Is there something that I have missed, or is there a checksum which totals the values and then converts them back?

Another problem arises when I use the Micropaint utility program. This file loads in Paint picture files to the screen, to the top half. Should this happen?

An additional problem is that I am writing a DOS-type utility program and one of the options is to go to DOS. This program is heavily protected, and I wish to keep it that way, but when I return from DOS it leaves the user in Basic, which I do not want.

Are there some POKE's which will allow DOS to jump back to the start of my Basic/machine code program?

— Barry Finlayson, Carrickfergus, Co Antrim.

Your problem is being caused by the fact that there are two parts to the DOS system.

The first, DOS.SYS, is held in memory permanently, taking up about 5k. The second part, DUP.SYS, is only loaded in when you type DOS, and contains all of the menu systems.

This means that every time you type DOS all of your POKE'd corrections are being overwritten as DUP.SYS is loaded into ram again.

If you want to edit the menus try editing the file DUP.SYS rather than POKEing into memory. Be careful not to increase the length of the items, or the machine code may be corrupted.

A Paint picture is in Graphics 7, and a Micropainter picture in Graphics 15.

As the only difference between the two is that Mode 7 pixels are twice the height of mode 15 ones, the screen memory for a mode 15 screen is twice as large as that for Mode 7.

So when you load a Mode 7 screen dump into a mode 15 display it only fills the top half.

There is no easy way of making a Basic program re-run from the DOS menu, but why not miss out the DOS menu completely and use XIO commands from Basic instead? Nearly all DOS functions can be emulated in this way.

POKE 580,1

We printed some other methods for handling the System Reset button in the August 1985 Atari User. These allow you to re-run the program when Reset is pushed.
### Application Form

#### A. Direct Debiting Instruction

Enter full postal address of (Bank Branch) to:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Postcode</th>
<th>Daytime Tel.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

I/we authorise you until further notice in writing to charge to my/our account with you on or immediately after 15th day of each month unspecified amounts which may be debited thereto at the instance of Database Publications Ltd - MicroLink by Direct Debit. Bills are issued 10 days before charge is processed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Account to be debited</th>
<th>Account Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

I/we hereby apply to join MicroLink

(✓) I enclose my cheque for £2 payable to Database Publications as registration fee to MicroLink.

(✓) I also wish to use Telex. I authorise you to charge an additional £10 to my initial bill for verification.

I confirm that I am over 18 years of age.

I confirm that I accept the terms and conditions for the time being in force, copies of which are available on request.

I intend to use the following computer model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signature</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

#### B. Please debit my/our

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Access/Mastercard/Visa/ *American Express</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

I/we authorise you until further notice in writing to charge to my/our account with you on or immediately after 15th day of each month unspecified amounts which may be debited thereto at the instance of Database Publications Ltd - MicroLink by Direct Debit. Bills are issued 10 days before charge is applied to your account.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signature</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

#### C. Please invoice the company/authority.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signature</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Send to: MicroLink, Database Publications, Europa House, 68 Chester Road, Hazel Grove, Stockport SK7 5NY.

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mailbox assigned</th>
<th>Start date</th>
<th>Password</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Mercenary was a smash hit when it was released last year. Now Novagen have produced a new dataset to load into Mercenary. The Second City is crammed with even greater challenges, and has moved our independent reviewer to describe it as: “A classic game... a heady mix of flight simulation, strategy and arcade action using incredibly fast 3D vector graphics”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Retail price</th>
<th>Price with subscription</th>
<th>You SAVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mercenary</td>
<td>£9.95 (tape)</td>
<td>£12.95 (disc)</td>
<td>£15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Second City</td>
<td>£5.95 (tape)</td>
<td>£9.95 (disc)</td>
<td>£14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercenary and The Second City</td>
<td>£15.90 (2 tapes)</td>
<td>£22.90 (2 discs)</td>
<td>£18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PLEASE NOTE
To play The Second City you must also have a copy of Mercenary. Both programs require 48k and work with the Atari 400, 800 and the XL and XE range.

Your Atari needs protecting

Bound in chocolate brown pvc and bearing the Atari User logo, this handsome binder will hold a year’s supply of the magazines firmly secured in place with metal rods.

Keep your collection complete

Protect your 520ST, 1040ST, 130XE or 800XL with our luxury dust cover made of soft, pliable, clear and water-resistant vinyl, bound with strong cotton and decorated with the magazine’s logo.

only £3.95
There's action all the way in Ninja!
Use your throwing dagger, flashing Samurai sword and spinning death stars to rescue Princess Di-Di who is held prisoner in the Palace of Pearls.
"... an unmissable bargain, grasshopper" says Bob Chappell, software reviewer.
Requires 800XL or 130XE.
Ninja is normally £2.99.
Pay only 99p when you subscribe to Atari User.

☆ Excellent graphics and top class sound effects.
☆ Works on 1040 or 520ST with TOS in rom.
☆ Compete against a friend or take on the computer-controlled opponent.
☆ Requires colour monitor and joystick.

Normally £24.95.
ONLY £11 when you take out a subscription.
**Exploit the POWER of your Atari ST to the full, with...**

Fast ST Basic is a totally new implementation of Basic for the Atari ST range. Running faster than almost all other languages, it supports true structured programming. And it has an easy-to-use word processor-like editor that makes full use of Gem. Up to 10 separate programs can be held in memory at once – each with its own editing window. There's even a built-in 68000 assembler to let you harness the power of your ST at machine level. And if you order through *Atari User* you'll save £10!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RRP £89.90</th>
<th><strong>READER OFFER</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAST ST BASIC</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>£79.90</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM AT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBC B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMSTRAD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SINCLAIR QL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM PC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMODORE 128</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPECTRUM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Look at the speed of Fast Basic compared to other popular Basics, using average PCW benchmarks.</td>
<td>Fast ST Basic is compatible with all versions of the 520 and 1040 ST.</td>
<td><strong>SAVE £10</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>WHAT YOU GET:</strong> A rom cartridge that simply plugs into the side of your ST, a fully detailed 380 page manual, a quick reference card listing all keywords and parameters, and a disc containing many example programs that demonstrate all aspects of Fast Basic from simple loops to full blown Gem programs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**9 useful functions that are ALWAYS available when you are using your Atari ST.**

Back-Pack is a versatile desk accessory on rom. It sits in the background while other application programs are running, but can be called up and used at any time. It contains:

- **Scientific Calculator:** Click on the numbers with the mouse or use the numeric keypad to access a large range of scientific functions.
- **Clock and Alarms:** Tell the time with an analogue or digital display. Use the alarms to ring or display a dialogue box.
- **Diary:** Open a page to show a whole day's events. Unique classification feature enables you to search for similar category events.
- **Notepad:** Access up to 31 pages of notes, any of which can be transferred into the application.
- **Typewriter:** Use it to send codes and short messages to the printer while working on other programs.
- **Printer Buffer:** Put aside any amount of the ST's ram as a buffer, allowing long documents to be printed while the computer is still in use.
- **Address Book:** Gives you simple and fast access to names, addresses and other details which can then be used in other programs.
- **Mini Clock:** Place a digital clock anywhere on the desktop.
- **Ramdisk:** Set aside any amount of ram as a Ramdisk, to act like an ultra-fast disc drive. Speeds up any program that normally uses discs.

**Back-Pack is compatible with all versions of the 520 and 1040 ST.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RRP £49</th>
<th><strong>READER OFFER</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>£39</strong></td>
<td><strong>SAVE £10</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Here's a really unbeatable offer for all Atari users!

This top-quality T-shirt woven in an attractive shade of grey with the Atari logo in red is a genuine American 'Fruit of the Loom' product, made from 50% cotton/50% polyester.

The T-shirts are on sale at £4.25.
Please order on our official order form.

Made in three sizes:
- Small 34" - 36"
- Medium 36" - 38"
- Large 38" - 40"

Back issues
- £1.25 UK & Eire
- £1.75 Europe
- £3.25 Overseas Airmail

1985
- May 7005
- Jun 7006
- Jul 7007
- Aug 7008
- Sep 7009
- Oct 7010
- Nov 7011

1986
- Dec 7012
- Jan 7013
- Feb 7014
- Mar 7015
- Apr 7016
- May 7401
- Jun 7402
- Jul 7403
- Aug 7404
- Sept 7405
- Oct 7406

Fast ST Basic
- ROM card £79.90 UK
- £82.90 Europe
- £85.90 Overseas Airmail

Back-Pack
- ROM card £39 UK
- £44 Europe
- £56 Overseas Airmail

Binder
- £3.95 UK
- £3.95 Europe
- £10.95 Overseas Airmail

All prices include postage, packing and VAT. Valid to November 30, 1986.
Overseas orders despatched by Air mail.
(£) £ £

Annual subscription
UK & EIRE £12 (sterling only) 7001
Overseas (Airmail) £30 7004

Commence with issue
Renewal
UK & EIRE £12 (sterling only) 7002
Europe £15 7003
Overseas Airmail £30 7701

Subscriber Offers
(All prices include subscription to Atari User)
- All offers except Mercenary tape + subscription* £15 7055
- Mercenary 5" disc + subscription* £15 7056
- Second City tape + subscription* £14 7065
- Second City 5" disc + subscription* £14 7061
- Mercenary/Second City pack (2 tapes) + subscription* £18 7062
- Mercenary/Second City pack (2 discs) + subscription* £18 7063
- Ninja Tape + subscription* £12.99 7079
- ST Karate Disc + subscription* £23 7080

Please state whether new subscription or renewal:
New subscription 7001
Renewal 7002

Dust Cover
- £5.95 UK
- £4.95 Europe/Overseas

T-Shirt
- £4.25 UK
- £5.25 Europe
- £5.75 Overseas Airmail

Send to: Atari User, FREEPOST, Europa House, 68 Chester Road, Hazel Grove, Stockport SK7 5NY.

Please allow 28 days for delivery.

Order at any time of the day or night

Telephone Orders 061-429 7291
Orders by Prestel Key 89, then 614568383
MicroLink/Telecom Gold 72 MAG 001

Don't forget to give your name, address and credit card number.

ENQUIRIES ONLY: 061-480 0171 9am-5pm

Payment: please indicate method

---

Name
Address

Credit card expiry date

Cheque/PO/Eurocheque made payable to Database Publishers Ltd.

TOTAL

November 1986 ATARI USER 49
ATARI UTILITIES

DISK-TO-DISK UTILITY (any Atari) FEATURES: SECTOR CHECKER - will copy individual sectors - groups of sectors - or copy entire disk on either Single or Double Density.

CUSTOM FORMATTER - formats your disk in a form compatible with commercial disks.

DISK WIPPER - provides a computer may of any disk - double or single density - binary or binary - binary or binary.

PLUS maps out the positions of all BAD SECTORS on a disk.

BAD SECTOR CREATOR - will enable you to write BAD SECTORS anywhere you wish. You may now back up disks protected with BAD SECTORS.

TAPE-TO-TOPE UTILITY (any Atari) Both single and multi-loaded Tape in any of the standard formats.

TAPE-TO-DISK UTILITY (any Atari) You may now copy your data or edit the files on your tape. It will copy the files on the tape into the computer's memory. If you have any questions regarding any of the programs please consult a S.A.E.

Cheques and Po's to: K. E. Davis
10 Ingram Avenue, Holmer, Hereford HR4 9RD

PROM PROGRAMMER

Universal models 2722, 2721 and 2726, 2725 and 2726 (27V and 12V). Fast programming work with all known word processors etc. The features you get for nothing or free, faster, cheaper, check empty 20,000 words and 10,000 words, check empty add to and recall from disk and examine and edit the contents of memory.

CENTRONICS PRINTER INTERFACE

Buffered printer interface works with all known word processors etc. The features you get for nothing or free are:

- Faster, cheaper, easier, check empty 20,000 words and 10,000 words, check empty add to and recall from disk and examine and edit the contents of memory.

NEW FAST LOADER

Reduce the loading time of nearly all of your tapes by recoding them on a faster data rate (up to 12.2% faster). Totally improved significantly enhanced program. £3.00.

APPLE HARDWARE

Blank cartridge boards (normal and bank switched) cartridge simulators and other utility devices also available.

Prices fully inclusive. All products suitable for the 800/805X range. Send SAE for further details.

S. TERRELL
17 Cock Close Road, Yaxley, Peterborough PE7 3HJ

ADVERTISERS INDEX
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A B Computers
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Stort Soft
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Advanced Systems
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DO YOU NEED HELP?

Do you need help with basic programming?

Now is your chance to learn ATARI BASIC in a unique way.

Lessons in your own home with expert tuition at a reasonable cost.

Also programming problems solved.

For details and FREE FIRST LESSON

Send s.a.e. to:

ROY GORING

Goring Grange
Brockhampton Road
Havant PO9 1NT

VERSATILE INTERFACE for your Home Computers

- 6 Parallel Input/Output Ports
- 48 individually programmable input/output lines
- 12 Control/Handshake lines
- 6 Interval Timers
- 3 Serial parallel/parallel serial shift register

Use this versatile interface to enable your computer to communicate with the real world, control your own built-in projects. The following are only a few of the numerous possible applications this interface can be used for. (Robots, external device switching, own programmers, light effects, test equipment, home security, etc.)

It can also be very useful in engineering workshops.

£79.95 includes VAT P&P and full easy to read instructions.

Cheque or Postal Order to: FECHNER DESIGN

Unit 15, Business Enterprise Center, Eldon Street.
South Shields, Tyne & Wear NE33 5JE
(please allow 28 days for delivery)

SUITABLE FOR 600/800X/100X/300X RANGE (8 bit machines)

Tel: 091 4354 360
YESTERDAY...

Take to the skies at the controls of the legendary Spitfire as you relive the Battle of Britain. You can rise through the ranks of the RAF towards the coveted title of Group Captain, VC, DSO, DFC, saving your flight log as you build up your mission record. We do recommend you practise taking off and landing before you throw yourself into combat though!

Coming in November on Atari XL/XE £9.95
tape, £12.95 disk
Coming in December on Atari ST
Also available on tape for Amstrad CPC,
Commodore 64, MSX, and Spectrum at £9.95
and on disk for Commodore 64 at £12.95
(Amstrad disk available from Amsoft)

...AND TODAY

Reach for the top in a British Aerospace-approved Harrier simulation and blast the MiGs to smithereens as you plot your path towards the enemy HQ, 250 miles away. But while you’re saving your own skin, you must also remember to move up your ground crew, otherwise the next time you go down for more fuel and ammunition, they’ll be nothing there!

Coming in November on Atari ST
Also available on tape for Spectrum,
Commodore 64/128, Amstrad CPC, and
BBC/Electron at £9.95, on disk for
Commodore 64/128 at £12.95, for
Amstrad CPC at £14.95 and Amstrad PCW
at £19.95

Ask your dealer for posters or contact us direct.
Through the good times and the bad U.S. Gold have been Europe's leading publishers of Atari Software. When all other publishers turned their back on this truly great entertainment machine, U.S. Gold kept the releases coming, fast and furious.

Now autumn approaches and these long nights draw near we present a multitude of new exciting titles, to enable all you great games players to play great games on great machines.

- **LEADERBOARD**: £24.99
- **ROGUE**: £24.99
- **MASTER GAMES COMPILATIONS**: £9.99
- **SUPER HUEY**: £24.99
- **TOURNAMENT LEADERBOARD**: £9.95
- **ALTERNATE REALITY**: £24.99
- **CHAMPIONSHIP WRESTLING**: £24.99
- **WINTER GAMES**: £24.95
- **GAUNTLET**: £29.99

- **BEACH HEAD II**: £14.99 Disk
- **VIETNAM**: £14.99 Disk
- **HARDBALL**: £9.99 Tape £14.99 Disk
- **SILENT SERVICE**: £9.95 Tape £14.99 Disk
- **LEADERBOARD**: £9.99 Tape £14.99 Disk
- **VIDEO TITLE SHOP**: £14.99 Disk
- **FIGHT NIGHT**: £9.99 Tape £14.99 Disk
- **221B BAKER STREET**: £14.99 Disk
- **SUPER HUEY**: £9.99 Tape £14.99 Disk
- **TOURNAMENT LEADERBOARD**: £6.50 Disk
- **SOLO FLIGHT II**: £9.95 Tape £14.95 Disk
- **ALTERNATE REALITY II**: £19.99 Disk
- **BATTALION COMMANDER**: £14.99 Disk
- **FIELDS OF FIRE**: £14.99 Disk
- **GAUNTLET**: £9.99 Tape